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ABSTRACT
In psychological research, positive developmental outcomes in young adulthood are often
conceptualized as the absence of psychological symptoms. However, positive outcome
may be better understood as high levels of subjective wellbeing and adaptive
interpersonal, occupational, and educational functioning. Nevertheless, a comprehensive
model that takes into account multiple facets of youth behavior and transactional relations
between youth and their environments as predictors of adjustment in young adulthood is
lacking. Prior evidence implicates internalizing and externalizing behaviors in the
development of subjective wellbeing, and emotion regulation as a reliable predictor
and/or correlate of both internalizing and externalizing behaviors. Parenting behaviors in
childhood and youth substance use represent other shared risk or resilience factors that
likely contribute to internalizing and externalizing behaviors, as well as subjective
wellbeing and adaptive functioning outcomes in young adulthood. The current study
examined an existing sample of youth who were recruited at ages 10-12 and were
assessed again at ages 16 and 25. Analyses aimed to (a) identify subgroups of youth who
vary in frequency and quality of internalizing and externalizing symptoms and emotion
regulation at ages 10-12 and 16 using latent class analyses, (b) examine stability of and
transitions in class membership from classes at ages 10-12 to classes at age 16 using
latent transition analysis, (c) investigate parenting behaviors as predictors of stability and
transitions among classes, and (d) investigate whether classes differ in cross-sectional and
prospective levels of substance use, as well as subjective wellbeing and adaptive
functioning in young adulthood. Results demonstrated that a 4-class model best fit the
data at both time points. Classes of youth with (a) low symptoms and high emotion
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regulation; (b) low internalizing, moderate externalizing, and high emotion regulation;
and (c) moderate internalizing, high externalizing, and low emotion regulation emerged
at both time points. The fourth class at ages 10-12 was characterized by high social
withdrawal and moderate hyperactivity and emotion regulation, and the fourth class at
age 16 was characterized by moderate internalizing, low externalizing, and low emotion
regulation. Latent transition analyses revealed transitions from several symptom classes
at ages 10-12 into the age 16 Low Symptoms/High Emotion Regulation class, and also
stability and transitions to other symptom classes. Predictor analyses indicated that levels
of parenting behaviors (maternal and paternal acceptance, child-centeredness, use of guilt
and anxiety to control youth, lax discipline, and nonenforcement of rules) were associated
with transitions among and stability within classes, but findings were dependent on levels
of internalizing and externalizing symptoms among classes. Substance use differed crosssectionally and prospectively across classes based on the substances considered. Further,
subjective wellbeing was higher among age 16 classes characterized by low internalizing
symptoms, low or moderate externalizing symptoms, and high emotion regulation.
Adaptive functioning in select domains was also differentially associated with classes at
both time points, with youth in the Low Symptoms/High Emotion Regulation classes
experiencing better outcomes in certain areas. Results indicate that distinct classes of
youth internalizing and externalizing symptoms and emotion regulation can be identified
in late childhood and middle adolescence and are differentially associated with outcomes
related to wellbeing and adaptive functioning in young adulthood. Further, the frequency
and quality of co-occurring symptoms evidenced among youth may change over time as
reflected in transitions from classes identified in middle childhood to adolescence.
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Emotion regulation and parenting may be potential targets for enhanced interventions
intended to promote subjective wellbeing and adaptive functioning among youth with
internalizing and externalizing symptoms.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
As individuals and as a society, our goal is generally for youth to develop into
well-adjusted, productive members of society. Further, we strive for wellbeing, which
also can be thought of as life satisfaction. Our understanding of development is often
oversimplified – we tend to examine problem behaviors on a linear basis, implying that
“good” and “bad” lie on opposite ends of a spectrum. However, research demonstrates
that for many behaviors and symptoms deemed risk factors or problematic behaviors,
such as impulsivity and substance use, some degree of the behavior at particular
developmental periods (e.g., adolescence) may actually be predictive of more adaptive
functioning (e.g., Baumrind & Moselle, 1985; Gullo & Dawe, 2008; MacLean, Paradise
& Cauce, 1999; Steinberg, 2008). Further, we often define a positive developmental
outcome as a lack or absence of psychiatric symptoms as opposed to adaptive functioning
(Diener, Suh, Lucas, & Smith; 1999; Park, 2004). The current dissertation argues that by
better understanding normative development in multiple important domains of risk and
resilience during adolescence, and by understanding developmental outcomes in terms of
wellbeing and adaptive functioning in several areas of life among young adults, we can
take a more holistic view of mental health (Park, 2004) and thus better support positive
youth development.
Wellbeing can be thought of as perceived quality of life (Huppert et al., 2009;
Park, 2004). It is a term widely used in many areas of research, including physical health,
economics, and psychology (Halleröd & Selden, 2013). The concept of wellbeing has
come from a long-standing discussion on how to measure and improve general quality of
life (Diener, 2000; Halleröd & Selden, 2013). Traditional measures of prosperity have
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relied on objective indicators (e.g., wealth, educational attainment). However, these
objective indicators often fail to explain the disconnection that exists between relative
prosperity and individual and social problems (Huppert et al., 2009). In other words,
objective markers of relative prosperity (such as wealth) may not predict societal or
individual problems such as violent crime and suicide. This dichotomy may apply on
both a group and an individual level. In terms of cultures or geographical regions, groups
may rank highly on traditional indicators of objective wellbeing such as GDP,
infrastructure, and educational systems, but also have high rates of mental health
problems and crime. On an individual level, one may have a relatively high income, a
high level of education, and a prestigious occupation, but also have high rates of mental
health problems, interpersonal conflict, and poor physical health. It is thought that
markers of wellbeing may help to explain these discrepancies (Diener, 2000; Huppert et
al., 2009). For example, low levels of subjective wellbeing may explain the presence of
individual and social problems (e.g., violent crime or suicide rates) in the presence of
high levels of objective wellbeing (e.g., educational attainment, income).
Empirical research related to wellbeing spans multiple disciplines (e.g.,
economics, public policy, psychology) and centers around multiple domains of human
functioning (e.g., economic, social, physical health). The current paper will focus on the
psychological construct of subjective wellbeing (SWB) and use the following working
definition: a generally positive state of mind that involves the entire life experience
(Diener, 2002; Tomyn, Norrish, & Cummins, 2013). According to Diener (2000),
individuals are thought to experience SWB when they are generally satisfied with life,
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engage in interesting activities, and experience many pleasant and few unpleasant
emotions.
SWB broadly is comprised of several components: overall life satisfaction;
satisfaction with important domains (e.g., occupation, education); positive affect; and low
levels of negative affect (Diener, 2000). Within the research literature on SWB, these
domains frequently are used interchangeably and with the construct of happiness
(Proctor, Linley, & Maltby, 2009; Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2000). Researchers
have argued that the SWB construct is useful for its ability to provide insight into
individuals’ feelings about themselves and their lives, regardless of perceived life
circumstances (Diener, Oishi & Lucas, 2003). This aspect is particularly important given
that objective (e.g., high school completion rates, abuse, income) and subjective quality
of life indicators have demonstrated weak relations with one another (e.g., Cummins,
2000). Importantly, though earlier conceptions of SWB treated it as such, SWB is not
simply the absence of psychopathology or psychological distress, but rather the presence
of a generally positive state of mind or sense of life satisfaction (Greenspoon &
Saklofske, 2001; Keyes, 2002; Sanjuán & Magallares, 2013). Researchers of SWB
generally argue that it is a better marker of mental health than reduced or absent
symptoms because it incorporates positive factors that may provide a more complete
picture of an individual’s psychological health (Cowen, 1991, 1994; Diener, 1994; Park
2004).
Subjective Wellbeing and Adaptive Functioning
Some researchers also contend that adaptive functioning and domain satisfaction
are important components of wellbeing, and incorporate it into working definitions of the
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SWB construct (Diener et al., 1999; Huppert et al., 2009). Other researchers characterize
domains of adaptive functioning as predictors of SWB and happiness (Myers, 2000). A
public health perspective maintains that overall wellbeing depends on adaptive
functioning in multiple domains (Halleröd & Selden, 2013). There are strong correlations
between functioning and satisfaction in different areas of life, and problems in one
domain can affect another, causing a more general wellbeing problem (Halleröd & Bask,
2008). For the purposes of this paper, adaptive functioning in several domains important
to contextual development (i.e., family, friends, spouse or partner, education, occupation)
are considered as separate but related constructs from SWB.
Multiple associations between family functioning and family support with SWB
have been demonstrated. Perceived family functioning, perceived quality of attachment to
parents, and perceived maternal and paternal support have positive associations with
SWB (Heaven, Searight, Chastain, & Skitka, 1996; Young, Miller, Norton, & Hill, 1995),
whereas SWB has negative (inverse) associations with parent-child conflict and poor
family functioning (McFarlane, Bellissimo, & Norman, 1995; Shek 1997a-c, 1998,
2002). For example, youth who report being emotionally close with and supported by
their parents, not surprisingly, also report greater SWB than youth who report frequent
conflictual interactions with parents and within the family. Findings on relations between
parental marital status and SWB among youth are mixed. Generally speaking, parental
separation, divorce, and remarriage are associated with lowered SWB among adolescents
(Demo & Acock, 1996), but research also has demonstrated a significant amount of
variation in how youth respond to these experiences (Greene, Anderson, Doyle, &
Riedelbach, 2006). For example, some youth may be buffered from negative effects of
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parental divorce by parental warmth and consistency, whereas other youth may
experience exacerbation of the negative effects of parental divorce if other risk factors
arise, such as insufficient family financial resources following separation.
Further, positive correlations have been demonstrated among greater social
support, interpersonal functioning, and SWB (e.g., Myers, 2000; Suldo & Huebner,
2006). Youth and adults with close social relationships (familial and nonfamilial) appear
to cope more effectively with life stressors such as bereavement, job loss, and illness
(Abbey & Andrews, 1985; Perlman & Rook, 1987). Developmentally, the need for social
support from parents and peers shifts over time (Proctor et al., 2009). Reliance on peers
for support generally increases in middle to late adolescence as reliance on social support
from parents diminishes (Proctor et al., 2009; Steinberg, 1987). Given this normative
developmental shift, one would expect that the importance of peer social support in
associations with SWB increases during adolescence. Research has supported this notion,
finding that particularly among youth, social competence and social self-efficacy are
positively linked to SWB (e.g., Ash & Huebner, 2001; Fogle, Huebner, & Laughlin,
2002; Greenspoon & Saklofske, 2001; McKnight, Huebner, & Suldo, 2002; Proctor et al.,
2009). As with many SWB correlates and predictors, self-perceptions of social factors
may be just as, if not more, important than more objective measures of the same
constructs. Examining individuals’ self-perception of social factors is particularly
important when considering the influence of social support on youth and young adults
who experience internalizing symptoms, given the propensity of such individuals to
negatively evaluate themselves and their environment (e.g., Beck, 2008; Rapee &
Heimberg, 1997).
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In terms of adult spousal or partner relationships, SWB is higher when people are
in a romantic relationship than when they are single (for review, see Myers, 2000).
However, this finding does not hold among individuals in marriages described as not
happy. Relations between marriage and SWB appear to be bidirectional (Myers, 2000),
such that happy people may make more appealing partners (Gotlib, 1992; Veenhoven,
1988) and marital intimacy and support positively influence SWB (Mastekaasa, 1995).
Further, a large body of literature supports the importance of patterns of adolescent
relationship functioning as predictors of relationship competence in adulthood (see
Rauer, Pettit, Lansford, Bates, & Dodge, 2013). For example, adolescents who
experience positive, adaptive functioning in relationships are likely to have similar
experiences as adults, even in the context of different partners. Therefore, relationship
functioning throughout the lifespan may influence SWB.
Behaviors, attitudes, experiences, and achievement in educational settings have
been associated with SWB as well. On the most basic level, educational attainment
accounts for a small but significant amount of variance in SWB in adulthood (Witter,
Okun, Stock, & Haring, 1984). Taking a more nuanced perspective, high levels of
adolescent SWB are associated with academic self-efficacy, greater levels of
participation in structured extracurricular activities, and grade point average (Gilman,
2001; Gilman & Huebner, 2006). Further, perceived control at school is associated with
perceived quality of life, which can be conceptualized as a component of SWB
(Adelman, Taylor, & Nelson, 1989). In general, investigations of SWB as it relates to
education highlight the importance of opportunities for engagement in appropriately
challenging, personally meaningful academics and activities (Maton, 1990; Wong &
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Csikszentmihalyi, 1991). Consistent with this position, SWB is negatively associated
with poor attitude toward school and teachers (Gilman & Huebner, 2006; Huebner, Funk,
& Gilman, 2000). Educational experiences are likely to influence other domains of
adaptive functioning as well. For instance, negative experiences in school are likely to
make it less probable that an adolescent will pursue higher education, which generally
limits occupational opportunities. Thus, adaptive functioning in the occupational domain
may be negatively affected as well, highlighting the interrelated nature of SWB and
domains of adaptive functioning in early adulthood.
In terms of occupational functioning among adolescents and adults, decreased
SWB has been observed in the context of unemployment or underemployment (Creed,
Muller, & Patton, 2003; Guardiola & Guillen-Royo, 2014). Among employed
individuals, increased SWB is observed when one’s occupation is engaging and aligns
with one’s skillset (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990, 1999). In terms of youth occupational
functioning, longitudinal research with adolescents has demonstrated that youth who
leave school without obtaining employment report lower levels of SWB in comparison to
those who leave school and are employed (Patton & Noller, 1984). This finding follows
the example presented above, wherein impaired adjustment in one domain (e.g.,
education) may impact adjustment in other domains (e.g., occupation), further supporting
the notion of strong associations among SWB and contexts of adaptive functioning. As
demonstrated, adaptive functioning in multiple contextual domains and SWB are highly
related, and thus each of these related constructs will be examined in the current study.
In addition to the adaptive functioning constructs outlined above, internalizing
and externalizing behaviors and emotion regulation (ER), as well as parenting and
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substance use, have demonstrated associations with SWB and can be thought of as
components of risk and resilience processes that are present in adolescence and predictive
of adjustment in early adulthood. ER capacities are strongly associated with and likely
underpin development and maintenance of internalizing and externalizing behaviors, and
provide a richer picture of youth functioning within varied contexts than internalizing and
externalizing behaviors alone. Parenting and substance use may confer risk or resilience
depending on the nature of the parenting behavior and/or frequency of substance use, as
well as the developmental period examined.
Further, internalizing and externalizing behaviors and ER may predict later SWB.
Indeed, the promotion of wellbeing and the prevention of emotional and behavioral
problems are thought to be closely linked (Bartels, Cacioppo, van Beijsterveldt, &
Boomsma, 2013). SWB is negatively correlated with psychopathology, with correlations
generally ranging from -0.40 to -0.55, demonstrating that the constructs have distinct but
also overlapping features that may be explained by correlated biological or contextual
factors (Bartels et al., 2013). Prior to the mid-twentieth century, mental health was
typically conceptualized as the absence of psychopathology, implying that SWB and
psychopathology fall on opposite ends of a continuum (Greenspoon & Saklofske, 2001).
An early challenge to this notion was put forth by Jahoda (1958), who wrote that it is
“unlikely that the concept of mental health can be usefully defined by identifying it with
the absence of disease” (p.14). However, this paradigm has shifted, and current
researchers generally support a dual factor model in which psychopathology and SWB
constitute separate continua (for reviews, see Diener, 2000; Greenspoon & Saklofske,
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2001). Consistent with this literature, the current dissertation considers psychological
symptoms and SWB as separate constructs.
Internalizing Behaviors
Internalizing behaviors are comprised of both depression and anxiety symptoms
(Zahn-Waxler et al., 2000). Conceptualizations of internalizing behavior also often
include social withdrawal (e.g., Bornstein, Hahn, & Haynes, 2010). Internalizing
problems represent enormous public health issues. Depression has a lifetime prevalence
rate of 16.6%-41.4% (Kessler et al., 2005; Moffitt et al., 2010) and incurs risk for suicide,
decreased productivity in society, and significant impairment in functioning and quality
of life. Anxiety has a lifetime prevalence rate of 28.8%-49.5% (Kessler et al., 2005;
Moffitt et al., 2010) and is associated with risk for depression, substance abuse problems,
and educational underachievement (Woodward & Fergusson, 2001). Prevalence rates
vary as a function of whether data are collected prospectively or retrospectively, and
recent data have suggested that retrospective reports underestimate prevalence rates of
depression and anxiety (Moffitt et al., 2010; Olino et al., 2012b). Anxiety and depression
frequently co-occur (e.g., Angold, Costello, & Erkanli, 1999a), and these symptom
profiles are impairing even at subthreshold levels (Avenevoli, Knight, Kessler, &
Merikangas, 2008). Research on the developmental course of internalizing symptoms
suggests that they may increase during adolescence (Costello, Mustillo, Erkanli, Keeler,
& Angold, 2003), particularly among females (Hankin et al., 1998; Hayward & Sanborn,
2002; Nolen-Hoeksema & Girgus, 1994).
Research demonstrates associations between internalizing behaviors and SWB.
SWB is negatively correlated with depression, other mood disorders, and anxiety (Bartels
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et al., 2013; Gilman, Huebner, & Laughlin, 2000; Greenspoon & Saklofske, 2001;
Kendler, Myers, Maes, & Keyes, 2011; Proctor, Linley, Maltby, 2009; Suldo & Huebner,
2004a). SWB is also negatively associated with loneliness, social anxiety, and shyness
among children and adolescents (Neto, 1993).
In studies of children, adolescents, and adults, depression consistently is
negatively correlated with SWB (Bartels et al., 2013; Funk et al., 2006; Gilman &
Huebner, 2006; Greenspoon & Saklofske, 1997; Headey et al., 1993). Further, studies of
adults (e.g., Xu et al., 2013) and adolescents (e.g., Valois, Zullig, Huebner, & Drane,
2004) have suggested a link between low SWB and suicidal behavior. Valois and
colleagues (2004) identified negative associations among SWB and poor mental and
physical health, suicidal ideation, planning for suicide, and suicide attempts among
adolescents. Taken together, prior research indicates associations between SWB and
internalizing problems. Though studies are largely cross-sectional, relations among the
two constructs are likely bidirectional and involve other contextual risk and resilience
factors. For example, depression and anxiety in adolescence may negatively contribute to
SWB over time, which may in turn be associated with correlates (e.g., low social support)
that confer risk for maintaining or exacerbating internalizing symptoms and low SWB.
Externalizing Behaviors
Externalizing behaviors include aggression, defiance, oppositionality,
hyperactivity, and impulsivity. They often involve the violation of societal norms,
property destruction, and harm toward others (Keil & Price, 2006). In terms of DSM-5
disorders, they are generally thought to include oppositional defiant disorder (ODD),
conduct disorder (CD), and attention- deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) (American
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Psychiatric Association, 2013). Externalizing behaviors are relatively common in early
childhood, with mothers of preschoolers reporting that 5%-13% of their children exhibit
moderate to severe externalizing behaviors (Campbell, Shaw, & Gilliom, 2000; Lavigne
et al., 1996). As with internalizing problems, externalizing symptom profiles are
impairing even at a subthreshold level (Angold, Costello, Farmer, Burns, & Erkanli,
1999b). Left untreated, externalizing behaviors are linked to a wide range of adverse
outcomes among children and adolescents. Negative effects of externalizing problems
often last into adulthood, resulting in such outcomes as substance abuse, instability in
employment, and relationship difficulties (Champion, Goodall, & Rutter, 1995;
McMahon, Wells, & Kotler, 1998; Offord & Bennett, 1994). However, research on the
developmental course of externalizing symptoms demonstrates that some domains such
as hyperactivity and aggression generally decline over the course of development
(Loeber, 1982; Mick, Faraone & Biederman, 2004). Given findings of differential
stability among externalizing behaviors, it is important to consider typical and atypical
externalizing behavior across developmental periods.
Though conceptualizations of externalizing symptoms historically have been
negative, researchers recently have called for a reexamination of certain externalizing
symptoms that could be cast in a more benign or even positive light, such as impulsivity.
For example, Gullo and Dawe (2008) argue that the field has dismissed prematurely the
positive associations with a heightened reward drive and disinhibition in adolescence and
overlooked evidence suggesting that such features are associated with positive outcomes
in adulthood (Gullo & Dawe, 2008; Shiner, 2000; Shiner, Masten, & Roberts, 2003). For
example, approach-based temperament traits (e.g., extraversion, positive emotionality,
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behavioral approach have been shown to be associated with increases in striving for
academic and personal achievement goals (Elliot & Thrash, 2002). Further, rewarddriven individuals demonstrate greater involvement in and pleasure from their jobs (van
der Linden, Beckers, & Taris, 2007) and are more likely to achieve leadership positions
(Anderson, John, Keltner, & Kring, 2001; Bono & Judge, 2004). Such reward-driven
individuals also might experience success in interpersonal relationships if they find social
interaction sufficiently motivating and rewarding (Steinberg, 2008). In short, achieving
certain goals such as those related to academic and occupational success, as well as
perhaps interpersonal success, may require sometimes risky and reward-driven behaviors.
Externalizing behaviors are typically negatively correlated with SWB, particularly
in the domains of violence and aggression (MacDonald, Piquero, Valois & Zullig, 2005;
Suldo & Huebner, 2004a; Valois, Zullig, Huebner, & Drane, 2001). In general, SWB is
negatively associated with many adolescent risk behaviors: physical fighting, fighting
requiring medical treatment, carrying a weapon inside or outside of school, and engaging
in relationship violence (Thatcher et al., 2002; Valois et al., 2001; Valois, Paxton, Zullig,
& Huebner, 2006). It may be that adolescents engaging in such behavior also are
associating with deviant peers, which has implications for other problems in adaptive
functioning (e.g., family conflict, maladaptive substance use) and thus further contributes
to diminished SWB.
Emotion Regulation
The construct of ER has been widely studied, despite continued discrepancies in
its precise definition and disagreement over how the construct is best assessed (Cole,
Martin & Dennis, 2004; Thompson, Lewis, & Calkins, 2008). This dissertation will
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utilize a working definition of ER, adopted from Cole et al. (2004), which refers to
changes in psychological processes that appear to result from activated emotions, as well
as changes in the activated emotion (which may include changes in emotion valence,
intensity, and time course). These changes in the activated emotions may result from
behavioral strategies used by the individual (Cole et al., 2004; Thompson, 1994).
One of the earliest developmental tasks is to learn to employ such strategies to
regulate behaviors and emotions in an appropriate manner. According to Cole, ZahnWaxler, and Smith (1994b), the well-adjusted individual is generally emotionally wellregulated, readily attenuating the intensity and duration of emotions as needed and
strengthening and prolonging emotion states when necessary. Further, adaptive ER
includes the capacity to generate and sustain emotions in order to carry out activity and to
effectively communicate with others, particularly in coordination with the emotion of
others (Cole et al., 1994b). Deficits in such regulatory behaviors continue throughout
adolescence and adulthood and are associated with and thought to underlie
psychopathology and other problems, such as difficulties with interpersonal functioning
(Braet et al., 2014; Zahn-Waxler, Klimes-Dougan, & Slattery, 2000). In considering
associations among ER and internalizing and externalizing behaviors, deficits in ER are
considered as both a risk factor and a correlate of such behaviors.
Internalizing Behaviors and Emotion Regulation
Research has shown consistently positive associations between deficits in ER
skills and internalizing symptoms throughout the lifespan (Eisenberg et al., 2001;
Esbjørn, Bender, Reinholdt-Dunne, Munck & Ollendick, 2012; Feng et al., 2009; Garber,
Braafladt, & Weiss, 1995; Lougheed & Hollenstein, 2012; Silk, Steinberg, & Morris,
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2003; Suveg & Zeman, 2004; Zahn-Waxler, Klimes-Dougan, & Slattery, 2000).
Similarly, stronger ER skills are associated with attenuated internalizing problems among
children and also serve a protective function against the development of internalizing
symptoms (Eisenberg et al., 2001; Feng et al., 2009; Lougheed & Hollenstein, 2012;
Suveg, Shaffer, Morelen & Thomassin, 2011; Suveg & Zeman, 2004). For example,
youth with strong ER skills who are exposed to risk factors for internalizing problems,
such as peer rejection or family conflict, may be better able to process and adaptively
express the negative emotions associated with these experiences than their peers with
poorer ER skills. Thus, their ER skills may buffer these contextual risk factors and
thereby protect them against the development of internalizing symptoms.
Anxious youth and young adults tend to employ mainly inhibited and emotionally
dysregulated response styles when they experience sad, scared, and angry emotions,
neglecting more adaptive regulation techniques (Carthy, Horesh, Apter, & Gross, 2010;
Kerns, Mennin, Farach, & Nocera, 2014; Mennin, McLaughlin, & Flanagan, 2009;
Muris, van der Pennin, Sigmond, & Mayer, 2008; Suveg & Zeman, 2004). They also tend
to experience emotions more intensely and evidence decreased ability to improve their
mood relative to non-anxious youth (Southam-Gerow & Kendall, 2000; Suveg & Zeman,
2004).
Depressive symptoms among children, adolescents, and young adults are
associated with more intense and labile emotions and less effective regulation of these
emotions, increased negative emotionality and intensity of sadness, decreased positive
emotions, and poor effortful control (Chaplin, Cole, & Zahn-Waxler, 2005; Compas,
Connor-Smith, & Jaser, 2004; Feng et al., 2009; Rothbart & Bates, 2006; Silk et al.,
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2003). Depression is associated with different types of regulation difficulties, however;
indeed, youth who experience depressive symptoms evidence both problematic overregulation of positive emotion and under-regulation of negative emotion (Cole, Michel,
& Teti, 1994a). In sum, youth with internalizing symptoms exhibit deficits in ER,
particularly in response to negative emotions such as sadness and fear, though these
deficits include both under- and over-regulation of emotions. Although ER skills
generally improve and become increasingly sophisticated over time (John & Gross,
2004), ER deficits continue to be evidenced among young adults, suggesting that ER
difficulties may continue to contribute to internalizing problems across developmental
periods.
Externalizing Behaviors and Emotion Regulation
ER deficits also are associated with externalizing behaviors. Externalizing
problems are associated with emotional and behavioral lability; moreover, the
underregulation of negative affect contributes to risk for and maintenance of behavior
problems including ADHD (Barkley, 1997; Calkins, 1994; Hinshaw, 2003; Kochanska &
Knaack, 2003). Specifically, children with behavioral disorders typically display negative
temperamental styles and negative emotionality, and have difficulty regulating anger,
aggression, and other negative emotions (Frick & Morris, 2004; Martel & Nigg, 2006;
Melnick & Hinshaw, 2000; Sobanski et al., 2010). Additionally, among children and
adolescents, individuals with more intense and labile emotions and less effective
regulation of these emotions report more problem behaviors (Drabick, Beauchaine,
Gadow, Carlson, & Bromet, 2006; Silk et al., 2003). Empirical research also has
demonstrated that youth aggression, particularly reactive aggression, is associated with
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deficits in regulation of emotional states (Marsee & Frick, 2007; Melnick & Hinshaw,
2000; Shields & Cicchetti, 1998). Youth with ER impairments are likely to be less
equipped to adaptively handle negative emotions or adverse circumstances, and thus react
in maladaptive ways, resulting in problem behavior such as oppositionality, conduct
problems, and antisocial behavior.
With specific regard to ADHD, emotion dysregulation is present among
individuals with ADHD throughout the lifespan, particularly in the context of cooccurring aggression (Melnick & Hinshaw, 2000). Some researchers hypothesize that ER
deficits may be related to the heightened attending to external stimuli present among
those with ADHD (Shaw, Stringaris, Nigg, & Leibenluft, 2014). Individuals with
attentional difficulties who may be more prone to attend to the environment may have
fewer resources available to monitor and attend to internal states, and thus exhibit
heightened emotion dysregulation. Given that learning to observe, interpret, and react
appropriately to internal states (e.g., sadness, anger) is continually developing and
integral to ER, missed opportunities for learning and improvement in this domain may
compound ER deficits over time.
Though associations between ER and externalizing behaviors are well established,
the directionality of this relation is not fully understood. As described, ER capacities
represent basic processes that contribute to adjustment and the development and
maintenance of psychological symptoms. However, externalizing problems typically are
associated with dysregulated affect. Therefore, expressed impairments in ER may be
symptomatic of such disorders rather than causal (Halligan et al., 2013). Researchers
have long hypothesized that ER deficits are causal in the etiology of externalizing
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disorders (Barkley, 1997; Calkins, 1994; Hinshaw, 2003), but direct, longitudinal
evidence that would help to elucidate whether ER represents a correlate or a cause of
externalizing problems is limited. However, some research suggests that ER deficits may
precede the onset of externalizing symptoms in some cases (e.g., Halligan et al., 2013)
and that particularly ER strategies may protect against the development of externalizing
symptoms (Gilliom, Shaw, Beck, Schonberg, & Lukon, 2002). Overall, associations
between ER and externalizing behavior typically involve deficits in addressing anger or
responding to external stimuli, rather than deficits in regulating emotions such as fear and
sadness as is more commonly associated with internalizing behaviors.
Parenting
Parenting broadly involves everyday behavior towards offspring. It includes
parents’ cognition, emotions, and attributions toward their child, as well as parenting
attitudes and values (Berg-Nielsen, Vikan, & Dahl, 2002). It has long been understood
that parenting practices play a role in the trajectory of youth development, including the
development of youth psychopathology. The relation between parenting and youth
development may be best conceptualized as a transactional process between parents and
youth in which the development of the child is seen as the product of dynamic
transactions between the child and his or her context (Bell, 1979; Collins, Maccoby,
Steinberg, Hetherington, & Bornstein, 2000; Sameroff, 1975, 2010).
Child socialization research has identified two global domains of parenting:
parental warmth and parental control (Baumrind, 1971; Maccoby & Martin, 1983).
Parental warmth is characterized by nurture, support, and reassurance toward offspring,
and implies being emotionally sensitive and available to children’s needs. Parental
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control involves teaching children to act in accordance with rules, setting consistent
limits in an unemotional way, having age-appropriate expectations, and monitoring
activities. Generally speaking, youth who perceive their parents to be high in both
warmth and positive control are better adjusted than youth whose parents are low in
warmth and/or positive control (Lamborn, Mounts, Steinberg, & Dornbusch, 1991;
Steinberg, Lamborn, Dornfusch & Darling, 1992). Relatedly, psychological control is a
process associated with overprotective parenting by which parents engage in a variety of
intrusive tactics to make children behave, think, or feel in parentally approved ways,
which may include guilt induction, shaming, or instilling anxiety (Barber, 1996;
Schaefer, 1965). Psychological control has been associated with elevated internalizing
and externalizing symptoms among youth (Fauber, Forehand, Thomas, & Wierson, 1990;
Pettit, Laird, Dodge, Bates, & Criss, 2001).
Adaptive parenting in these domains differs across developmental periods. For
example, adaptive parental control among young children may involve comprehensive
behavioral management, including setting and enforcing sleep routines and establishing
appropriate behavior in social interactions (Dishion & McMahon, 1998; Frosch &
Mangelsdorf, 2001). As youth enter adolescence, adaptive parental control allows for
more autonomy (e.g., flexible or later bedtimes, some independence in social behavior
with peers), but the need for consistency and increases in monitoring are important
(Capaldi & Patterson, 1991; Dorsey& Forehand, 2003; Forehand & Nousiainen, 1993).
Youth factors may influence adaptive parenting styles. For example, an adolescent prone
to impulsivity and other externalizing behaviors may benefit from more parental
monitoring than an anxious or withdrawn adolescent who may benefit from more
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autonomy from parents (Chorpita & Barlow, 1998; Dishion & McMahon, 1998; McLeod,
Wood, & Weisz, 2007). Across different developmental periods, adaptive parenting
practices are associated with the development of ER among youth as well through a
process known as emotion socialization. Through parental use of such behaviors as
acceptance, positive and negative control, discussion of emotion, and reactions to
children’s emotions, parents play an important role in children’s ability to understand,
express, and regulate emotions (e.g., Eisenberg, Cumberland, & Spinrad, 1998; Fabes,
Poulin, Eisenberg, & Madden-Derdich, 2002; Shaffer, Suveg, Thomassin, & Bradbury,
2012).
Parenting, Emotion Regulation, and Internalizing Behaviors
Links between parenting practices and internalizing behaviors have been well
established. Some research suggests that children’s perception of parental behavior
(rather than more objective measures of parenting) is the most salient predictor of
internalizing problems (Barber, 1996). Overcontrolled parenting, parental psychological
control, rejection, inconsistency, and a lack of positive parenting are associated with
anxiety symptoms among youth (Barber, 1996; Pfiffner & McBurnett, 2006; Rapee,
1997; Rubin, Coplan, & Bowker, 2009; Rudolph, Flynn, & Abaied, 2008; Wei &
Kendall, 2014). Chorpita and Barlow (1998) suggested that uncontrollability and
unpredictability are important components in the development of anxiety. Specifically,
children who, perhaps because of controlling, critical, and inconsistent parenting style,
have early experiences with limited control and influence over events in their
surroundings may develop a psychological diathesis that may eventually develop into
anxiety symptoms.
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Research also has examined associations between parenting practices and
depressive symptoms among youth. Parenting styles that are less warm and accepting and
more critical have been identified among depressed children and adolescents when
compared with non-depressed youth (Garber, 2006; Hipwell et al., 2008; Kaslow,
Deering & Racusin, 1994; Restifo, & Bögels, 2009; Rey, 1995). Inconsistent parenting
also is associated with depressive symptoms among children (Ostrander & Herman,
2006). Alloy and colleagues (2001) demonstrated support for three related theories
regarding associations between parenting and depression: modeling of parental negative
cognitive style, a tendency for parents of depressed youth to attribute negative life events
and stressors to factors intrinsic to the child, and negative parenting practices (e.g., low
acceptance and high psychological control). Given our understanding of multiple
interacting influences on adolescent and young adult development, it is likely that all of
these factors may confer risk at various periods in development. Last, positive parenting
may demonstrate a protective function; for example, maternal warmth and acceptance
attenuated the correlation between stressful life events and depressive symptoms among
adolescent girls (Ge, Lorenz, Conger, Elder, & Simons, 1994).
Further, youth ER may represent a mechanism by which parenting behaviors
influence youth internalizing symptoms and vice versa. As discussed, through emotion
socialization, parents play an important role in youth’s ability to regulate emotion (e.g.,
Eisenberg et al., 1998), and stronger ER skills are associated with attenuated internalizing
problems among children (e.g., Eisenberg et al., 2001; Feng et al., 2009; Lougheed &
Hollenstein, 2012; Suveg & Zeman, 2004). Consistent with this association, families of
children with internalizing problems are less likely to use adaptive emotion socialization
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strategies than families of children without internalizing problems (e.g., Hunter et al.,
2011; Suveg et al., 2008). Thus, positive parental emotion socialization strategies such as
acceptance of children’s emotions and positive control may buffer children from
experiencing internalizing problems, and lower levels of these positive emotion
socialization strategies may confer risk for internalizing symptoms among youth.
Parenting, Emotion Regulation, and Externalizing Behaviors
Research has established associations between parenting and externalizing
behavior, with coercive interchanges increasing problematic behavior among both parents
and youth (e.g., Bates, Pettit, & Dodge, 1995; Patterson, 1982; Sameroff, 2010). Overall,
poor parenting has been linked to child noncompliance, aggression, and oppositionality,
as well as problems with attention and hyperactivity (Johnston & Mash, 2001; McKee,
Colletti, Rakow, Jones, & Forehand, 2008). Cycles of parent-child interactions
characterized by a high degree of coercion influence and maintain child externalizing
symptoms over time (Granic & Patterson, 2006; McKee et al., 2008; Patterson, 1982).
Following Patterson’s (1982) coercion theory, which was updated and extended
developmentally by Granic and Patterson (2006), aversive behaviors instinctual in the
newborn infant, such as crying, shape parental behaviors associated with the infant’s
survival and wellbeing. Early parent-infant relationships also shape children’s ER skills;
for example, infants’ crying cues parents about their internal states and needs, and infants
are dependent on parents to regulate their experience and environment (Cole et al.,
1994a). Most infants develop progressively more adaptive social and verbal skills as they
age, but some children continue to rely on aversive strategies that progress from crying to
noncompliance that may increase over time. Ineffective parenting influences children’s
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use of aversive, noncompliant, and dysregulated behavior. Specifically, parents who fail
to enforce commands consistently and/or encourage regulated responding in challenging
circumstances reinforce the child’s negative and defiant behavior. In the short term, this
strategy provides parental relief from the adverse experience of a conflictual interaction,
which provides negative reinforcement for the parental behavior. Children thus increase
negative behavior in response to future directives from parents, and the parent may begin
to rely on increasingly harsh parenting strategies to control the child’s behavior. As this
cycle continues, these behaviors become more frequent and intense as parents and
children are reinforced for their maladaptive responses (Granic & Patterson, 2006;
McMahon & Forehand, 2003; Patterson, 1982).
In terms of types of externalizing behaviors, ODD and CD are often considered
jointly (Angold et al., 1999a), and research indicates that ODD/CD are associated with
inconsistent and coercive parenting, a lack of parental warmth and positive involvement,
and poor monitoring of children’s behavior (Drabick, Gadow, & Sprafkin, 2006;
Johnston & Mash, 2001; Kashdan et al., 2004). Children who exhibit ADHD behaviors
experience higher levels of parental harsh or reactive discipline compared to youth
without ADHD behaviors (Johnston & Mash, 2001). Over a wide developmental range,
observations of parent-youth interactions among youth with ADHD have revealed that
mothers of youth with ADHD tend to be more directive and negative and less socially
interactive, and youth with ADHD tend to be less compliant and more negative than their
counterparts without ADHD (Barkley, Karlsson, Pollard, & Murphy, 1985; Campbell,
Breaux, Ewing, Szumowski, & Pierce, 1986; DuPaul, McGoey, Eckert, & VanBrakle,
2001; Mash & Johnston, 1982). Overall, studies of parenting involving youth with
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ADHD demonstrate high levels of negative and controlling behaviors, which are likely
bidirectional wherein parenting negatively influences child behavior and difficult child
behavior elicits negative parental responses.
Studies examining parenting among children with co-occurring externalizing
problems (e.g., ADHD+ODD) have demonstrated that parents display more directive,
rejecting, and overall negative behavior than parents of children without these conditions
or children with only one externalizing disorder (Gomez & Sanson, 1994; Shaw, Owens,
Giovannelli, & Winslow, 2001). Longitudinal studies evidence similar influences to those
identified with cross-sectional research. One study demonstrated that children who met
criteria for the comorbid diagnoses of ADHD and ODD/CD experienced higher levels of
parental rejection in early childhood compared to youth who met criteria for only one
disorder (Shaw, Owens, Giovannelli, & Winslow, 2001). Other findings have suggested
that positive parenting in early childhood acts as a protective factor against conduct
problems (Chronis et al., 2007). Evidence also has suggested that child disruptive
behavior symptoms may exert a greater influence on parenting practice than parenting
behavior on child symptoms (Burke, Pardini, & Loeber, 2008). Youth with externalizing
behaviors may require socialization of negative emotions given that they typically display
difficulties in regulating feelings of anger and frustration, and may exhibit behavior
problems for lack of a more adaptive response (Cole et al., 1994a). Indeed, particular
parental emotion socialization strategies (e.g., parental expression of anger, emotional
discussion, and warmth) are associated with attenuation or exacerbation of externalizing
symptoms over time (e.g., Denham et al., 2000; Eisenberg et al., 2001). In sum,
externalizing behaviors among youth are associated with negative parenting behaviors,
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particularly harsh and inconsistent parenting and poor acceptance. As with internalizing
problems, evidence suggests that relations among these variables are likely bidirectional,
with parent and youth behaviors exacerbating one another over time. However, it is
important to note that positive parenting behaviors may aid in attenuating externalizing
problems.
Substance Use: A Developmental Perspective
Substance abuse typically is conceptualized as the use of substances, such as
drugs or alcohol, in a manner that is disruptive to functioning (Forman, Bry, & Urga,
2006). Youth substance use is a commonly encountered problem (Marschall-Lévesque,
Castellanos-Ryan, Vitaro, & Séguin, 2014). Among children and adolescents, alcohol,
cigarettes, and marijuana are the most commonly used substances (Forman et al., 2006).
According to a recent study, by grade nine, 29.8% of adolescents in the US had
consumed alcohol in the past 30 days, 14.0% had binge drank, and 30.8% had tried
marijuana at least once in their lives (Eaton et al., 2012). Prevalence rates are much lower
during early adolescence, and these rates increase as adolescents age. Earlier age of onset
of first alcohol or drug use is associated with greater risk for future substance use and
psychiatric disorders (Chassin, Pitts, & Prost, 2002; DeWit, Adlaf, Offord, & Ogborne,
2000; McGue et al., 2001).
SWB and adaptive functioning are negatively correlated with substance use and
abuse when examined on average (Bartels et al., 2013). Specifically, smoking is
negatively correlated with academic achievement, a marker of adaptive functioning,
among adolescents across cultures (Piko, Luszczynska, Gibbons, & Tekozel, 2005).
Further, the age of first alcohol use and use of tobacco, cocaine, alcohol, marijuana, and
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steroids is negatively correlated with SWB (Thatcher et al., 2002; Zullig, Valois,
Huebner, Oeltmann, & Drane, 2001). Kuntsche and Gmel (2004) found that among Swiss
adolescents, binge drinkers had lower SWB and higher depression compared to
individuals who do not engage in binge drinking. In terms of directionality of these
associations, although one could speculate that lower SWB might lead to increased levels
of substance use, Newcomb, Bentler, and Collins (1986) found that early alcohol use led
directly to a worsening of dissatisfaction with life as young adults.
However, when subclinical, lower levels of substance use are examined, the
pattern of results differs (e.g., Baumrind & Moselle, 1985; Shedler & Block, 1990). For
example, Katja, Päivi, Marja-Terttu, and Pekka (2002) found that among youth in the
early years of high school, low-intensity drinking was significantly associated with global
satisfaction, whereas high-intensity drinking (among girls) and regular drinking (among
boys) were associated with lower levels of SWB. Other researchers have supported the
notion that low levels of substance use during adolescence may not be indicative of later
adjustment problems (e.g., Niemelä et al., 2006; Shedler & Block, 1990), but rather a
developmentally normative task that facilitates learning to handle substance use as part of
a culturally sanctioned social ritual (e.g., Baumrind & Moselle, 1985), establishing a
unique identity from parents (Bukstein, Clancy, & Kaminer, 1992), assuming adult roles
(Newcomb & Bentler, 1988), and/or developing and maintaining peer relations
(Baumrind & Moselle, 1985). Further, abstention may be indicative of being socially
withdrawn, fearful of new experiences, or overly controlled (MacLean et al., 1999;
Shedler & Block, 1990). Such findings demonstrate the need to resist the strict
categorization of certain behaviors as risk factors, and to consider adaptive and normative
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levels within the context of developmental demands and knowledge of typical
developmental trajectories related to factors that might be considered typical vs.
problematic based on timing, frequency, and other individual and contextual factors.
Understanding how earlier processes and individual characteristics confer risk for
substance use can inform etiological models and more focused prevention and
intervention efforts, consequently mitigating the potential negative sequelae of substance
use.
Integrated Conceptual Model of Internalizing and Externalizing Behaviors,
Emotion Regulation, Substance Use, and Parenting Behaviors
Prior evidence implicates internalizing and externalizing behaviors in the
development of SWB, and ER as a crucial predictor and/or correlate of both internalizing
and externalizing behaviors. Further, parenting behaviors and substance use represent
other shared risk or resilience factors that likely contribute to internalizing and
externalizing behaviors, as well as SWB and adaptive functioning outcomes in young
adulthood. Despite these links, a comprehensive model that takes into account multiple
facets of youth behavior and transactional relations between youth and their
environments as predictors of adjustment in young adulthood is lacking. Additionally,
there is a dearth of longitudinal analyses involving predictors of SWB and adaptive
functioning in young adulthood. Further, as described, some behaviors widely considered
to be risk factors (e.g., low to moderate levels of substance use, impulsivity) may actually
predict later adjustment when observed during particular developmental periods. To
address these gaps, I use a developmental psychopathology framework, including
dimensional approaches, multiple levels of analysis, role of context, and transactional
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relations between individuals and their environments, to frame the proposed model
(Beauchaine, 2003; Drabick & Kendall, 2010; Rutter & Sroufe, 2000; Steinberg &
Avenevoli, 2000).
Consistent with research and more linear, variable-based models, it is proposed
that adolescents who display elevated internalizing and externalizing behaviors and ER
deficits will be likely to experience poor SWB and adaptive functioning in young
adulthood. Conversely, adolescents exhibiting lower levels of internalizing and
externalizing behaviors and strong ER will be likely to experience good SWB and
adaptive functioning in early adulthood. Thus, youth who have problems across domains
will experience poor SWB, whereas youth without significant behavioral problems and
good ER will exhibit good SWB. However, adopting a more person-centered perspective
and in seeking to account for multifinality, parenting behaviors and substance use may
moderate or interact with these domains and trajectories to confer differential risk or
resilience. Thus, adolescents with varying profiles based on these core dimensions (i.e.,
internalizing, externalizing, ER) may experience different levels of SWB and adaptive
functioning, depending on the salience of each component and contribution of
moderating factors.
For example, given that adolescent internalizing and externalizing behaviors are
associated with concurrent ER deficits and decreased SWB in adolescence and young
adulthood, an adolescent with high internalizing and externalizing behaviors and low ER
is at risk for poorer SWB and adaptive functioning in young adulthood, as noted above.
However, other developmental factors (e.g., substance use, parenting) interact with youth
and their many contexts to influence developmental trajectories. Thus, the adolescent
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described above (high internalizing and externalizing behavior and poor ER) who
experiences positive parenting behaviors (e.g., warmth, consistency, monitoring) during
early adolescence when parental influences are still particularly salient may be buffered
against the development of poor SWB and poor adaptive functioning in young adulthood
via diminished problem behaviors and/or enhanced ER capacities.
Further, as reviewed, substance use may be conceptualized as a risk or resilience
factor depending on the frequency and severity of use and development period, and
thereby moderate paths from internalizing and externalizing behavior and ER profiles to
young adult SWB and adaptive functioning. For example, youth internalizing and
externalizing problems and ER deficits may be exacerbated by high levels of substance
use in adolescence, and consequently increase risk for diminished SWB and adaptive
functioning beyond risk associated with internalizing and externalizing behaviors and
problematic ER alone. Alternatively, youth high in internalizing and externalizing
behaviors with poor ER may be protected from the potential negative effects of substance
use if parents engage in monitoring and other positive parenting behaviors during early
and middle adolescence, making it likely that substance use levels remain within
normative levels and are experienced in safe, controlled environments, thus potentially
contributing to resilience domains such as positive peer relationships. In this scenario,
such youth may not experience the poor SWB and poor adaptive functioning in young
adulthood that might otherwise be associated with the risk profile described. Deriving
profiles of adolescents characterized by internalizing and externalizing behaviors and ER
and examining young adult SWB and adaptive functioning enables investigations of
multifinality and equifinality, as one can explore whether particular profiles result in
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SWB and adaptive functioning (equifinality) or similar profiles lead to different
outcomes (multifinality).
The Current Study
To test this model, the current study examined whether subgroups of youth
characterized by the quality and frequency of internalizing and externalizing behaviors
and use of ER strategies could be identified and whether these subgroups of youth
evidenced distinct young adult outcomes in a prospective model. I used a person-centered
approach to discern classes of youth having similar patterns regarding (a) internalizing
behaviors (depressed, anxious, withdrawn); (b) externalizing behaviors (hyperactivity,
aggressive behaviors, attention problems, delinquent behaviors); and (c) ER. Latent class
analysis (LCA) was used to identify unobserved groups (i.e., classes) of youth based on
their symptoms and behaviors at developmentally relevant time points (Time 1, ages 1012 and Time 2, age 16). I then examined whether parenting behaviors, substance use, and
later SWB and adaptive functioning (Time 3, age 25) differed among the identified
classes, and whether parenting behaviors predicted stability and transition among classes
of youth. Specific aims and hypotheses of the current dissertation are outlined below.
Aim 1: To identify groups of youth based on internalizing and externalizing
symptoms and emotion regulation. The first aim of the current project was to identify
groups of youth at two time points (ages 10-12 and age 16) defined by type and levels of
(a) internalizing behaviors, including depressed, anxious, and withdrawn behaviors; (b)
externalizing behaviors, including hyperactivity, aggressive behaviors, attention
problems, and delinquent behaviors; and (c) ER.
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Hypothesis 1. It was expected that multiple classes would be identified by the
LCAs during the two time points. Hypotheses regarding classes were formed based on
prior literature on the development and co-occurrence of internalizing and externalizing
behaviors and ER capacity.
At Time 1 (late childhood), I predicted that four classes of youth would emerge:
(a) higher internalizing and externalizing behaviors, and lower ER (i.e., poor ER) (High
Int./Ext.+Low ER); (b) higher internalizing and lower externalizing behaviors, and lower
ER (High Int./Low Ext.+Low ER); (c) lower internalizing and higher externalizing
behaviors, and lower ER (Low Int./High Ext.+Low ER); and (d) lower internalizing and
externalizing behavior, and higher ER (i.e., good ER) (Low Sxs.+High ER). This
expectation was based on evidence indicating that youth with internalizing and
externalizing behaviors generally exhibit deficits in ER, but that differences across
behavioral subtypes exist.
Classes at Time 2 were expected to follow similar patterns (i.e., four classes with
similar characteristics to those in Time 1) but include different percentages of the sample
based on expected developmental changes related to the frequency of internalizing and
externalizing symptoms as individuals move from childhood to adolescence. Specifically,
given typical increases in depression and some anxiety symptoms in adolescence
(Costello et al., 2003), the High Int./Ext.+Low ER and High Int./Low Ext.+Low ER
classes were expected to contain larger portions of the sample at Time 2 than Time 1.
Further, the Low Int./High Ext.+Low ER class was expected to contain a smaller
percentage of the sample at Time 2, given typical decreases in hyperactivity and certain
aggressive behaviors such as fighting during adolescence (Loeber, 1982; Mick et al.,
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2004). Additionally, ER skills generally improve and become increasingly sophisticated
over time (John & Gross, 2004). Therefore, it was expected that mean levels of ER would
increase across classes over time for the majority of youth.
Aim 2: To examine stability of class membership for internalizing and
externalizing behaviors and emotion regulation classes across two time points. The
second aim of the current project was to examine stability and transitions among classes
(described above) from Time 1 (ages 10-12) to Time 2 (age 16).
Hypothesis 2. In terms of classes characterized by internalizing and externalizing
behaviors and ER, I hypothesized that certain developmental patterns would be relatively
stable, whereas others would likely be characterized by a shift in class membership. As
reviewed, hyperactivity and aggression show normative decreases over time (Loeber,
1982; Mick et al., 2004). Thus, I expected that children who experience the highest levels
of attenuation would move from the Low Int./High Ext.+Low ER class to the Low
Sxs.+High ER class. At Time 2, hyperactivity is captured within the “Attention
Problems” scale rather than a separate “Hyperactive” subscale as in Time 1. As
discussed, antisocial behaviors generally increase as youth progress from early to middle
adolescence (Farrell, Sullivan, Esposito, Meyer, & Valois, 2005; Steinberg, 2008). Thus,
I hypothesized that children who evidenced increased antisocial behavior would move
from the High Int./Low Ext.+Low ER or Low Sxs.+High ER classes to the High
Int./Ext.+Low ER or High Ext. + Low Int./ER classes. Overall, I predicted that there
would be stability in membership in some groups (e.g., Low Sxs.+High ER class) and
also change or transitions in class membership over time based on documented
developmental trajectories of internalizing and externalizing behaviors and ER skills.
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Aim 3: To examine co-occurring and predictive effects of parenting
behaviors on classes characterized by internalizing and externalizing behaviors and
emotion regulation skills.
Hypothesis 3a. At Time 1, it was expected that the High Int./Ext.+Low ER class
would experience the highest rates of poorer parenting behaviors (i.e., lower acceptance
and child centeredness; higher parental psychological control through guilt and anxiety,
lax discipline, and nonenforcement of household rules) relative to children in the other
classes. The Low Sxs.+High ER class was expected to report the highest rates of positive
parenting behaviors (i.e., higher acceptance and child centeredness; lower parental
psychological control through guilt and anxiety, lax discipline, and nonenforcement of
household rules) compared to the other classes. I predicted that the High Int./Low
Ext.+Low ER class would experience the lowest rates of parental acceptance, child
centeredness, lax discipline, and nonenforcement of household rules and the highest rates
of parental psychological control. The Low Int./High Ext.+Low ER class was expected to
experience the lowest rates of parental acceptance, child centeredness, and parental
psychological control, and the highest rates of lax discipline and nonenforcement of
household rules.
Hypothesis 3b. In terms of the predictive effects of parenting behavior on
transition from Time 1 to Time 2 classes, I predicted that lower levels of acceptance and
child centeredness would predict transitions to classes characterized by higher levels of
internalizing and externalizing behaviors. Further, I expected that higher parental
psychological control would predict transition to classes characterized by higher
internalizing behaviors, and parental use of lax discipline and nonenforcement of
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household rules would predict transition to classes with higher externalizing behaviors. It
was hypothesized that greater parental use of acceptance and child-centeredness would
predict transitions to classes with stronger ER skills, whereas higher levels of parental use
of psychological control would predict transitions to classes with lower levels of ER
skills.
Aim 4: To examine whether classes based on internalizing and externalizing
behaviors and emotion regulation differ in cross-sectional levels of substance use;
and levels of subjective wellbeing, interpersonal, occupational, and educational
adaptive functioning, and substance use in early adulthood.
Hypothesis 4. Given low base rates of substance use in childhood, I only
considered whether classes differed on substance use levels at Time 2 (age 16) and Time
3 (age 25). At Time 2, I expected that the groups with higher levels of externalizing
behavior and lower levels of ER, regardless of internalizing behavior, would have higher
levels of substance use relative to classes with lower externalizing behaviors (i.e., High
Int./Ext.+Low ER, Low Int./High Ext.+Low ER > High Int./Low Ext.+ Low ER, Low
Sxs.+High ER).
In terms of Time 3 (young adult) outcomes, it was hypothesized that the Time 2
Low Sxs.+High ER class of adolescents would display greater overall adaptive
functioning and SWB compared to other classes (i.e., Low Sxs.+High ER > Low
Int./High Ext.+Low ER, High Int./Low Ext.+Low ER, High Int./Ext. + Low ER). Groups
with higher levels of externalizing and/or internalizing behavior, regardless of levels of
ER, were expected to display the highest levels of substance use at Time 3, and the class
with low symptoms and higher ER were hypothesized to display low to moderate levels
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of substance use (Low Int./High Ext.+Low ER, High Int./Low Ext.+Low ER, High
Int./Ext.+Low ER > Low Sxs.+High ER).
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CHAPTER 2
METHOD
Participants
The current dissertation uses data collected at the Center for Education and Drug
Abuse Research (CEDAR) at the University of Pittsburgh as part of a National Institute
on Drug Abuse (NIDA)-funded longitudinal study. The CEDAR project has been
continuously approved by the University of Pittsburgh’s Institutional Review Board
(grant number 2 P50 DA05605). The secondary data analyses in this sample were exempt
because the analyses involved the study of existing data and the information was
recorded by the investigators in such a manner that participants cannot be identified. For
these reasons, these analyses met criteria for exemption from review by Temple
University’s Institutional Review Board.
The CEDAR project aimed to elucidate the etiology of substance use disorders
using a longitudinal research design. Assessments began in 1990 and by 2009, 775
families had been recruited. Recruitment and baseline assessments occurred when index
children were 10-12 years old (Time 1; N=775, 72% male). Follow-up assessments of
interest for the current study occurred when index children were 16 years (Time 2;
n=627, 73% male) and 25 years (Time 3; n=480, 71% male).
Time points were chosen to be representative of behavior during early and middle
adolescence given that adolescence represents a developmentally important period for the
emergence and maintenance of problems with behavior and ER, and provides a critical
foundation for trajectories with long-term implications for adult health and SWB
(Drabick & Steinberg, 2011). SWB, adaptive functioning, and substance use may look
different during the college years, with increased substance use that generally declines
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after the college-aged years upon transition into young adulthood (Spear, 2002), as well
as varied expectations in domains of adaptive functioning (for example, familial
responsibilities may be lower during than after college-aged years). Thus, the young adult
time point was chosen to be beyond the college time period for most participants who
attended college.
Because the original study was designed to examine the development of substance
use disorders, males were purposely oversampled because they are more likely to develop
substance use disorders than females. Recruitment of female index children began later
than males because of changes in National Institutes of Health (NIH) gender equity
regulations after the CEDAR project commenced.
Three groups of male and female children who were at high and low risk for
substance use disorders were recruited. Biological fathers (probands) with and without a
history of substance use disorders and/or psychiatric diagnoses who had a 10-12 year old
child (index child) were recruited through substance use disorder treatment programs,
social service agencies, newspaper and radio advertisements, public service
announcements, and random digit telephone calls. Utilizing many recruitment strategies
decreased the risk of sampling bias (Merikangas et al., 1998). Index children were
classified into one of three groups according to their father’s lifetime prevalence of
mental health disorders: (a) history of substance use disorder, (b) history of other
psychiatric diagnosis not including substance use disorder, or (c) no lifetime history of
psychiatric diagnosis. Fathers were screened for substance abuse or dependence disorder
history using DSM-III-R (APA, 1987) criteria, which was the most recent version of the
DSM when the study began.
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The sample is predominantly Caucasian (78%; 18% African-American, 4% other
ethnicities). From birth to age 2, 85.2% of the sample was cared for mainly by mothers,
5.0% mainly by fathers, and 9.8% mainly by other relatives, babysitters, or day care. At
Time 1 (ages 10-12), 84.4% of the sample lived with both parents, 12.3% resided with
mothers, 3.1% resided with fathers, and 0.3% lived with other relatives. At Time 3 (age
25), 79.4% of index cases in the sample had completed partial college, technical, or
business school and 41.6% had received a bachelor’s or registered nursing degree.
Families were excluded from the study on the basis of a history of neurological disorders,
schizophrenia, or uncorrectable sensory incapacity in the father; or neurological injury
requiring hospitalization, IQ less than 70, chronic physical disability, uncorrectable
sensory incapacity, or psychosis in the index child. More extensive recruitment source
information and procedures, as well as inclusionary and exclusionary criteria, are
described in detail elsewhere (Clark et al., 1997; Tarter & Vanyukov, 2001).
Procedure
Procedures were approved by the University of Pittsburgh Institutional Review
Board. Adult participants were provided with informed consent, as well as information
about the goals, procedures, risks, and benefits of the research protocol. Of the fathers
recruited and meeting criteria to participate, 87% consented. Minor children provided
assent. A Certificate of Confidentiality was obtained from NIDA to protect participants.
Mothers reported on child internalizing and externalizing behaviors and ER at Time 1.
Index children reported on caregivers’ parenting behaviors at Time 1, their own ER at
Time 2, their substance use at Times 2 and 3, their internalizing and externalizing
behaviors at Time 2, and their SWB and adaptive functioning at Time 3.
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Measures
Internalizing and externalizing behaviors. At Time 1, mothers reported on their
children’s internalizing and externalizing behaviors using the Child Behavior Checklist
(CBCL; Achenbach & Edelbrock, 1983). The CBCL is a widely used and well-validated
instrument and has been shown to converge with and predict data derived from structured
diagnostic interviews (e.g., Petty et al., 2008). The subscales of interest for the current
study were as follows: Schizoid/Anxious, Depressed, Social Withdrawal, Hyperactivity,
Aggressive Behaviors, and Delinquent Behaviors. T-scores were derived based on data
from a normative sample, and higher scores on these measures indicate greater problems.
The distribution of data from these CBCL variables was skewed, indicating the presence
of outliers. Therefore, I recoded the data so that all T-scores above 70 were recoded to
equal 70 (98th percentile).
At Time 2, index children reported on their own internalizing and externalizing
behaviors using the Youth Self-Report (YSR; Achenbach, 1991), a complementary
version of the CBCL. Like the CBCL, the YSR is a well-validated and extensively used
instrument for assessing a range of youth symptoms, and has also demonstrated reliability
and validity as a diagnostic tool to identify psychopathology among youth (Doyle, Mick
& Biederman, 2007). The subscales of interest for the current study were as follows:
Anxious/Depressed, Withdrawn, Attention Problems, Aggressive Behaviors, and
Delinquent Behaviors. Because of skewed data distribution indicating outliers, YSR data
were recoded using the method described above.
Emotion regulation. Parents and index children reported on children’s ER at
Times 1 and 2, respectively, using the Revised Dimensions of Temperament Survey
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(DOTS-R; Windle, 1992). The Mood Quality subscale (7 items, mother-report α = .76,
child-report α = .86) was used as an index of ER, consistent with prior research in the
present sample (Giancola, 2000). Several studies have determined that the DOTS-R is
reliable and valid (Carson, Council, & Volk, 1989; Windle, 1989, 1991). Mothers rated
items on a four-point scale from 1 (usually false) to 4 (usually true). Items were summed
and multiplied by a constant (3) to put them in a similar range with the other variables
included in the LCA. Higher scores indicate higher levels of temperamental positive
mood and lower scores indicate higher levels of negative mood. Based on previous
research in this sample (Mezzich et al., 2007), ER was indexed by the sum of endorsed
responses on this subscale. The DOTS-R has high reliability and stability, moderate-tohigh inter-rater agreement, and good predictive validity with internalizing and
externalizing problems (Chang et al., 2003; Masi et al., 2003), as well as substance use
disorders in the present sample (Giancola & Mezzich, 2003). Further, the mood quality
subscale has demonstrated moderate stability, with no statistically significant changes,
across a six-year period during adolescence to early adulthood (Windle & Windle, 2006).
Parenting behaviors. Index children reported on their parents’ parenting
behaviors at Time 1 using the Children’s Report of Parental Behavior Inventory (CRPBI;
Schaefer, 1965; Schludermann & Schludermann, 1970). Children responded to questions
about how their parents act toward them on a scale from 1 (Very True) to 3 (Not at all
True). The 162-item measure used in the current study yields three factors:
acceptance/rejection, psychological autonomy/psychological control, and firm control/lax
control. The factors break down into the six subscales (with sample items) used in the
current study: Acceptance (16 items; father α = .91, mother α = .90; “My mother seems to
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see my good points more than my faults”); Child Centeredness (8 items; father α = .79,
mother α = .75; “My father likes to talk to me and be with me much of the time”); Control
through Guilt (8 items; father α = .77, mother α = .77; “My mother says if I loved her, I’d
do what she wants me to do”); Control through Anxiety (8 items; father α = .77, mother α
= .76; “My father says that someday I'll be sorry that I wasn't better as a child”); Lax
Discipline (8 items; father α = .55, mother α = .54; “My father lets me get away without
doing work I am supposed to do”); and Non-Enforcement of Rules (8 items; father α =
.64, mother α = .61; “My father lets me stay up late if I keep asking”). Separate scores
were derived for maternal and paternal behavior. The CRPBI has demonstrated good
internal consistency, validity, and reliability (Margolies & Weintraub, 1977; Safford,
Alloy, & Pieracci, 2007; Schludermann & Schludermann, 1970). The CRPBI has
significant relations with both internalizing and externalizing disorders, as well as
temperament (Bogels, 2004; Lengua, 2006).
Substance use. At Times 2 and 3, index participants reported on their alcohol and
drug use over the past month using the substance use domain scores of the Drug Use
Screening Inventory (DUSI; Tarter, Mezzich, Kirisci, & Kaczynski, 1994). Participants
rated their use on a scale from 0 (0 times) to 4 (more than 20 times) for each of 19
different substances. Ratings were collapsed into 4 categories: alcohol, tobacco (smoking
and/or chewing), marijuana, and “hard” drugs (e.g., ecstasy, hallucinogens, heroin,
methadone, prescription pain killer pills, barbiturates, inhalants, amphetamine, and
cocaine). Because of its skewed distribution, the hard drug category was dichotomized.
Participant data were recoded to indicate “yes” or “no” as to whether they had used a
hard drug in the past month. Among the present sample, scores from the DUSI-R
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distinguish among those at risk for conduct problems and substance use disorders
(Kirisci, Tarter, Mezzich, & Reynolds, 2008).
Adaptive functioning. Index young adults reported on adaptive functioning in a
variety of domains (i.e., family, job, spouse/partner, and friends) at Time 3 using the
competence scales from the Young Adult Self-Report (YASR; Achenbach, 1997) or the
Adult Self-Report (ASR; Achenbach, 2003). Both forms are parallel measures to the
CBCL and YSR. During the course of data collection, the YASR was updated to become
the ASR. Thus, 55% of the sample received the YASR, and 45% of the sample received
the ASR. Both forms demonstrate good reliability and validity (Achenbach, 1997;
Achenbach & Rescorla, 2003) and their competence scales have been used as measures
of adaptive functioning in a number of studies of young adults (e.g., Barkley, Fischer,
Smallish, & Fletcher, 2006; Shiner, Masten, & Roberts, 2003; Stavro, Ettenhofer, &
Nigg, 2007). The family subscale contains 3 items (e.g., “How well do you get along with
your brothers and sisters?”) rated on a scale from 0 (worse than others) to 2 (better than
others). The friends subscale contains 4 items (e.g., “How well do you get along with
your close friends?”) rated on a scale from 0 (not well) to 2 (very well) or, for questions
pertaining to quantity of friends or frequency of contact with friends (e.g., “About how
many times a month do you have contact with any of your close friends? (including inperson contact, phone, letters, email)”), 0 (less than 1) to 2 (3 or more). Seven items
comprise the job subscale (e.g., “I have trouble getting along with bosses,” “I do my
work well”). The spouse/partner subscale contains 7 items (e.g., “My spouse or partner
and I have trouble sharing responsibilities,” “I feel satisfied with my spouse or partner”).
This subscale was administered only when applicable. The job and spouse/partner
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domains are rated on a scale from 0 (not true) to 2 (very true or often true). A T-score
was derived for each domain based on a normative sample using the Achenbach
computer scoring system. Lower scores indicate poorer functioning. Index young adults
also self-reported their highest level of education achieved at Time 3.
Subjective wellbeing. Index young adults reported on SWB at Time 3 using the
Wellbeing subscale of the Multidimensional Personality Questionnaire (MPQ; Tellegen,
1999), which asks participants to rate 300 statements as True (1) or False (0) about
themselves. The MPQ has demonstrated convergent and discriminant validity (Patrick,
Curtin, & Tellegen, 2002), and its Wellbeing subscale has been used to index SWB in
prior research (e.g., Lykken & Tellegen, 1996). There have been alternate
conceptualizations of this subscale, with some authors describing it as indexing positive
emotional disposition (Patrick et al., 2002) and others describing it as indexing the
broader construct of SWB, a tendency to feel good about oneself and one’s place in the
world (Lykken & Tellegen, 1996). Items address both life satisfaction and positive
emotionality. The Wellbeing subscale (referred to as SWB for clarity) contains 24 items
(α = .90) including “It is easy for me to become enthusiastic about things I am doing,” “I
live a very interesting life,” and “Most days I have moments of real fun or joy.” Items are
summed and higher scores indicate greater SWB.
Socioeconomic status. Household socioeconomic status (SES), an objective
index of wellbeing, was indexed using Hollingshead ratings (Hollingshead, 1975). SES
has demonstrated associations with parenting strategies, given that limited economic
resources are associated with family stress and parenting difficulties (Campbell et al.,
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2000; Hoff, Laursen, & Tardif, 2002). Given the association between SES and several of
the study variables, SES was considered as a covariate in analyses.
Statistical Analyses
Consistent with the aims of the current study, analyses sought to identify classes
of youth based on internalizing and externalizing symptoms and ER at ages 10-12 and
age 16, as well as examine transitions among classes over time. Further, analyses
examined whether classes differed in cross-sectional levels of substance use and
parenting behaviors, as well as levels of subjective wellbeing; interpersonal,
occupational, and educational adaptive functioning; and substance use in early adulthood
(age 25).
Preliminary analyses were conducted using SPSS Version 21. Descriptive
analyses and correlation matrices were completed to determine whether distributions
were appropriate for the proposed analyses, and to identify any potential issues with
multicollinearity among variables. Primary analyses were conducted using Mplus 7.11
(Muthén & Muthén, 1998-2014) statistical software. To address missing data, Mplus uses
Full-Information Maximum Likelihood (FIML) estimation, which conducts parameter
estimation and estimates standard errors using all available data (Graham, 2009). FIML
does not estimate the missing data, as would be the case with mean- or regression-based
imputation techniques; instead, it fits the covariance structure model directly to the
observed (and available) raw data for each participant (Enders, 2001). This approach
allows for maintenance of participants with missing data in model estimation and yields
smaller errors in parameter estimates and standard errors relative to other strategies for
addressing missing data (Enders, 2001; Graham, 2009; Newman, 2003). FIML assumes
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that the missing data are either missing completely at random (MCAR) or missing at
random (MAR).
Aim 1: To identify groups of youth based on internalizing and externalizing
symptoms and emotion regulation.
Latent class analysis. To address the first goal, LCA was conducted using Mplus.
LCA (Muthén & Muthén, 2000) empirically derives groups of individuals based on the
aggregation of observed items. LCA is a person-centered data analytic approach for
identifying unmeasured class membership among participants using categorical and/or
continuous observed variables, capturing unobserved heterogeneity in outcomes (Heinen,
1996; McCutcheon, 2002). LCA was used to estimate models examining subgroups of
children with varying levels of internalizing and externalizing behaviors and ER at Times
1 and 2. LCA refers to these groups of individuals as latent categorical classes. Each
latent class (e.g., high on internalizing and externalizing problem scales and low on ER)
describes the relations among observed items (i.e., frequency of endorsed items on the
internalizing and externalizing and ER subscales). Using a dimensional approach to
observed items is more effective than alternative classifications such as those using cutoff scores (Nylund, Bellmore, Nishina, & Graham, 2007b). Cut-off scores and categorical
approaches do not account for symptom levels that do not reach clinical threshold or
significance, but are nonetheless impairing among youth (Angold et al., 1999; Drabick,
2009). This dimensional method also reduces classification errors resulting in false
positives or negatives, decreased ability to predict differences in outcomes, difficulties in
identifying and generalizing rates of behavior, and decreased validity for identifying
youth who potentially may benefit from prevention and intervention efforts (Angold et
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al., 1999; Drabick & Kendall, 2010). Thus, LCA is an appropriate approach for
identifying subgroups of youth who differ on internalizing and externalizing behaviors
and ER, given that levels likely will vary in frequency and quality across classes and
developmental periods.
LCA uses both statistical indices and conceptual or practical implications in
selection of the best-fitting model (Nylund, Asparouhov, & Muthén, 2007a). The 1-class
model, which is the independence model based on the observed means in the data, is fit
first (Nylund et al., 2007a). Next, the number of classes incrementally increases, one
class at a time, until the models no longer converge and/or no longer are conceptually
sound. The fit of each model to the data is determined by model fit parameters, with an
emphasis on model parsimony. Each model is compared to the model with one fewer
class (Nylund et al., 2007a).
Statistical fit indices were used to assess the model fit and to determine the
number of classes at each time point. Given that there is no “gold standard” for
determining the model that best fits the data, several statistical indices were considered in
determining model selection. The Bootstrap Likelihood Ratio Test (BLRT; Nylund, et al.,
2007a) estimates the log likelihood differences and compares the fit of the model with k
classes to the model with k-1 classes to evaluate if adding an additional class significantly
improves model fit. This method of bootstrapping for LCA models has been
demonstrated to be an accurate indicator of the true number of classes. The Akaike
Information Criterion (AIC; Akaike, 1987); Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC;
Schwartz, 1978); and sample-size Adjusted BIC (ABIC; Sclove, 1987) are other
frequently used indices and the model that yields the smallest values on these indices
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indicates the best-fitting model (Nylund et al., 2007a). Although often considered, the
AIC is less consistent as an index of model fit for LCAs (Yang, 2006), whereas the
BLRT and BIC indices are the most reliable indicators of model fit in LCA (Nylund et
al., 2007a). However, it also is important to consider conceptual information about the
model when determining the best fit with the BIC index. For instance, the BIC value may
decrease with each additional class, though the decrements with each additional class
may become relatively small and the classes may no longer be conceptually meaningful.
Model selection is also based on substantive theory and the conceptual model
underpinning the analyses, as well as smallest class size. Very small class sizes (e.g., <
5% of sample) would suggest possible over-fitting of the data and lower likelihood of
replicating the model (Nylund et al., 2007a). In addition, posterior class probabilities are
estimated, which are an index of the individual’s probability of belonging to each class of
the fitted model, given the individual’s observed response pattern for internalizing and
externalizing scales and ER. Last, the utility of the classes can be assessed using entropy,
which measures the degree to which the latent classes are distinguishable and the
precision with which individuals are placed into classes. Entropy ranges from 0 to 1, with
higher values indicating clearer class separation, and is based on individual estimated
posterior class probabilities (Masyn, Henderson, & Greenbaum, 2010).
Auxiliary analyses examined whether classes differed on demographic variables
(age, sex, and SES) at Times 1 and 2. Omnibus equality of means tests examined
differences in means. For any significant omnibus tests, pairwise comparisons were
considered to identify significant differences among the classes.
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Aim 2: To examine stability of class membership for internalizing and
externalizing behaviors and emotion regulation classes across two time points.
Latent transition analysis. Latent transition analysis (LTA; Clogg, 1995) was
used to examine developmental patterns of internalizing and externalizing behaviors and
ER between late childhood and middle adolescence. LTA examines change in latent class
membership of individuals over time (e.g., change from a low internalizing and
externalizing and high ER class to a moderate internalizing, low externalizing, and
moderate ER class; Nylund, 2007). LTA models provide transition probabilities, which
are conditional probabilities describing the likelihood of class membership at time = t,
conditional on the state at time = t – 1 (Cosden, Larsen, Donahue, & Nylund-Gibson,
2015).
To conduct the LTA, the best-fitting LCA model for each time point first was
used as a measurement model (Nylund, 2007). Next, autoregressive models were
conducted using the measurement models from the LCAs at both time points to assess
transitions or continuity in classes over time. Thus, individuals were assigned to a class
(i.e., modal class assignment) based on the LCA at both time points; subsequently, crosstabulation of transitions from classes were examined. Then, autoregressive models were
used to examine developmental transitions of individuals based on severity and type of
internalizing and externalizing behaviors and ER capacity from Time 1 to Time 2.
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Aim 3: To examine co-occurring and predictive effects of parenting
behaviors on classes characterized by internalizing and externalizing behaviors and
emotion regulation skills.
Tests of equality of means. Tests of equality of means across classes were
conducted to determine whether classes identified by the LCAs at Times 1 and 2 differed
in levels (frequencies) of parenting behaviors. The test of equality of means holds class
membership constant and weights individuals based on their posterior probabilities. This
test provides chi-square statistics for omnibus analyses and pairwise comparisons across
classes. Pairwise comparisons were examined only if the omnibus tests were significant.
Prediction of transitions. Parenting behaviors also were examined as predictors
of transitions from Time 1 to Time 2 classes. Specifically, I considered transition
probabilities from Time 1 to Time 2 for low and high levels of the parenting variables.
Youth were divided into low and high levels of parenting predictors using a median split
within the current sample for these variables because of the (a) range of the variables in
the present sample and (b) lack of gold standard cut-offs for these measures that could
inform which cut-points to use to determine high and low levels of these predictors. The
median split also allows the full sample to be maintained in these analyses and preserves
power. This is a benefit for person-centered analyses given the likelihood of identifying
classes with varying sizes and profiles. Alternate approaches such as using cut-offs of 1
SD above and below the mean for each parenting behavior were considered; however, I
chose not to use this method because it would have led to a reduction in participants
given the skewed distributions of the parenting behavior variables. Transition
probabilities from Time 1 to Time 2 were examined to determine whether youth
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remained stable or transitioned to other classes based on whether youth were low or high
on predictors. For example, probabilities were examined among youth low and high on a
particular parenting subscale (e.g., acceptance) to determine whether these youth
remained in a class with a similar profile at Time 2 or transitioned to a class with a
different symptom or ER profile.
Aim 4: To examine whether classes based on internalizing and externalizing
behaviors and emotion regulation differ in cross-sectional levels of substance use;
and levels of subjective wellbeing, interpersonal, occupational, and educational
adaptive functioning, and substance use in early adulthood.
Tests of equality of means. To test the predictive validity of the identified
classes, I used tests of equality of means and compared levels of substance use across the
identified latent classes at Times 1 and 2 to determine whether and to what extent classes
differ regarding concurrent (Time 2) and future (Times 2 and 3) substance use frequency.
As noted above, the test of equality of means holds class membership constant and
weights individuals based on their respective posterior probabilities. These analyses
provide chi-square statistics for omnibus and pairwise comparisons across latent classes;
pairwise comparisons were examined only if the omnibus tests were significant.
Similarly, tests of equality of means across the identified latent classes at Times 1 and 2
were conducted to determine whether and to what extent classes differed regarding SWB
and adaptive functioning (in family, job, spouse/partner, friends, and highest level of
education achieved) at Time 3.
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CHAPTER 3
RESULTS
Descriptive Statistics
Continuous study variables were correlated in expected directions (see Table 1).
Most correlations among variables derived from separate measures were small in
magnitude. For example, Time 1 SES was negatively correlated with internalizing and
externalizing behaviors at Time 1, and delinquent behaviors at Time 2. Bivariate
correlations indicated continuity in internalizing and externalizing behaviors from Time 1
to Time 2 (e.g., Time 1 Delinquent Behavior with Time 2 Delinquent Behavior). ER and
parenting behaviors were correlated in expected directions with internalizing and
behaviors symptoms across Times 1 and 2 (Table 1). For example, ER at Time 1 was
negatively correlated with anxious, depressed, socially withdrawn, aggressive,
hyperactive, and delinquent behaviors. Externalizing behaviors at Time 1 were positively
associated with alcohol, tobacco, and marijuana use at Time 2 and tobacco and hard drug
use at Time 3. Educational attainment by Time 3 was negatively correlated with most
internalizing and externalizing behaviors at Time 1, but only delinquent behaviors at
Time 2. Adaptive functioning in the friends, family, and job domains at Time 3 was
positively correlated with ER at Time 2. Marijuana and tobacco use at Time 2 and
marijuana and hard drug use at Time 3 were negatively correlated with adaptive
functioning in the job and spouse domains.
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Table 1.
Bivariate Correlations Among Continuous Study Variables.
Variable
1. T1 Age
2. T1 SES
3. T2 SES
4. Sc/Anx T1
5. Dep T1
6. SocW T1
7. Hyp T1
8. Agg T1
9. Del T1
10. With T2
11. An/De T2
12. Att T2
13. Del T2
14. Agg T2
15. ER T1
16. ER T2
17. F Acc
18. F Chi Cen
19. F Guilt
20. F Anx
21. F Lax Disc
22. F Nonenf
23. M Acc
24. M Chi Cen
25. M Guilt
26. M Anx
27. M Lax Disc
28. M Nonenf
29. Job T3
30. Friends T3
31. Family T3
32. Spouse T3
33. Educ T3
34. SWB T3

1
.07
.03
.00
.00
-.01
.08
.03
-.05
-.01
.03
.03
.09*
.04
-.01
-.04
-.06
-.06
-.14**
-.08*
.05
.02
-.09*
-.08*
-.13**
-.07
.05
-.01
.02
-.01
-.03
.10
.00
.02

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

.77**
-.06
-.12**
-.14**
-.16**
-.15**
-.22**
-.02
-.02
-.05
-.14**
-.05
.12**
.14**
.12**
-.01
-.17**
-.23**
-.01
-.06
.09
-.08*
-.17**
-.24**
.00
-.09*
.04
.13**
.05
.15*
.38**
.19**

-.07
-.09
-.09
-.12**
-.12**
-.16**
-.05
-.05
-.06
-.12**
-.05
.10*
.10*
.11**
.01
-.15**
-.24**
-.02
-.03
.09
-.06
-.17**
-.26**
-.03
-.10*
.00
.14**
.10*
.15
.38*
.20**

.48**
.35**
.32**
.31**
.18**
.14**
.11**
.10*
-.01
.06
-.16**
-.07
-.02
-.05
.04
.02
-.05
-.06
.02
.00
.07
.01
-.06
-.03
-.12*
-.07
-.02
-.05
-.09*
.03

.54**
.50**
.55**
.37**
.15**
.17**
.12*
.11*
.15**
-.37**
-.17**
-.11*
-.09*
.08
-.01
.04
.02
-.11*
-.04
.10*
.03
.00
.02
-.09
-.08
-.10
-.01
-.08
-.14**

.61**
.49**
.39**
.17**
.13**
.12*
.11*
.13*
-.21**
-.14**
-.14**
-.14**
.09
.09
-.05
-.06
-.07
-.04
.12*
.07
-.01
.03
-.21**
-.12*
-.08
-.10
-.11*
-.14*

.66**
.60**
.06
.09*
.17**
.17**
.21**
-.20**
-.22**
-.14**
-.11**
.14**
.16**
.04
.07
-.09*
-.03
.15**
.20**
.03
.05
-.14**
-.06
-.05
-.05
-.15**
-.03

.66**
.09**
.15**
.22**
.27**
.31**
-.24**
-.20**
-.22**
-.17**
.11**
.14**
.04
.00
-.20**
-.09*
.16**
.18**
.00
.03
-.13*
-.03
-.06
-.12
-.15**
-.07

.04
.11**
.19**
.27**
.26**
-.20**
-.20**
-.19**
-.13**
.18**
.21**
-.02
.00
-.16**
-.04
.21**
.24**
-.02
.02
-.09
-.07
-.09*
-.12
-.23**
-.10*

.64**
.43**
.28**
.29**
-.06
-.33**
-.13**
-.11**
.01
.03
.06
-.04
-.09*
-.03
.01
.01
.06
.02
-.11*
-.12*
-.09
-.06
-.03
-.23**

	
  
35. Alc T2
36. Marij T2
37. Tobacco T2
38. Drugs T2
39. Alc T3
40. Marij T3
41. Tobacco T3
42. Drugs T3
Mean
SD

.12**
.11**
.12**
.05
-.02
-.05
.01
.02
11.42
.92

-.05
-.13**
-.08
-.10*
.09
-.10*
-.08
-.03
41.69
13.74

-.04
-.11**
-.12**
-.02
.10*
-.12*
-.06
-.13*
42.19
14.29

-.03
-.02
-.01
.02
-.07
-.02
-.06
.13**
56.83
3.70

.04
.09
.06
.03
-.09
-.03
.06
.11*
56.82
3.74

.00
.03
.05
.03
-.06
.00
.13
.11
57.40
4.55
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.09*
.13**
.16**
.01
.03
.06
.13*
.18**
57.37
4.32

.10*
.16**
.16**
.04
.03
.07
.13**
.17**
56.77
3.83

.10*
.19*
.23**
-.01
.06
.18**
.20**
.15**
58.23
4.39

.03
.09*
.05
.11**
-.07
.00
.00
.12*
52.42
4.82

	
  
Table 1. (continued)
Bivariate Correlations Among Continuous Study Variables
Variable
12. Att T2
13. Del T2
14. Agg T2
15. ER T1
16. ER T2
17. F Acc
18. F Chi Cen
19. F Guilt
20. F Anx
21. F Lax Disc
22. F Nonenf
23. M Acc
24. M Chi Cen
25. M Guilt
26. M Anx
27. M Lax Disc
28. M Nonenf
29. Job T3
30. Friends T3
31. Family T3
32. Spouse T3
33. Education T3
34. SWB T3
35. Alc T2
36. Marij T2
37. Tobacco T2
38. Drugs T2
39. Alc T3
40. Marij T3
41. Tobacco T3
42. Drugs T3
Mean
SD

11
.57**
.32**
.42**
-.05
-.34**
-.13**
-.10*
.09*
.10*
.00
-.05
-.10*
-.04
.12**
.08
.03
.04
-.15**
-.03
-.18**
-.08
-.03
-.26**
.07
.11**
.10*
.10*
.01
.05
.07
.13**
52.32
4.76

12
.44**
.61**
-.03
-.25**
-.14**
-.09*
.12**
.12**
-.01
.02
-.06
.00
.15**
.11*
.02
.09*
-.18**
.00
-.05
-.16*
-.08
-.18**
.12**
.15**
.19**
.09*
.07
.11*
.14**
.16**
52.71
5.02

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

.52**
-.14**
-.22**
-.22**
-.16**
.08
.14**
.09*
.05
-.20**
-.11**
.08*
.15**
.11*
.13**
-.19**
-.05
-.13**
-.22**
-.19**
-.20**
.40*
.52**
.45**
.24**
.13**
.20**
.30**
.34**
54.98
6.47

-.06
-.16**
-.13**
-.11*
.09*
.10*
.00
.01
-.07
-.03
.13**
.10*
.04
.08*
-.08
.10
-.05
-.10
-.04
-.07
.15**
.19**
.21**
.12**
.10
.10*
.14**
.21**
52.91
5.30

.14**
.14**
.11**
-.12**
-.09*
.01
.02
.13**
.09*
-.11**
-.09*
-.02
-.03
.06
.11*
.16**
.06
.08
.11*
-.05
-.10*
-.03
-.03
.02
-.10*
-.09
-.12*
75.86
9.44

.15**
.12**
-.08*
-.16**
-.08
-.01
.17**
.09*
-.08*
-.16**
-.07
-.03
.14**
.22**
.14**
.12
.20**
.32**
.09*
-.14**
-.16**
-.10*
.06
-.02
-.05
-.03
71.79
11.80

.79**
.04
-.12**
-.28**
.22**
.77**
.54**
-.06
-.13**
-.32**
.01
.23**
.15**
.18**
.04
.18**
.21**
-.11*
-.18**
-.12**
-.05
-.02
-.13**
-.08
-.05
40.82
6.11

.14**
.04**
-.23**
.29**
.60**
.73**
.04
.05
-.24**
.10**
.15**
.09
.13**
.06
.08
.15**
-.07
-.12**
-.07
-.02
.00
-.07
-.01
-.04
19.05
3.14

.66**
.10**
.16**
.02
.12**
.91**
.63*
-.08*
.12**
-.03
-.13**
-.08
-.12
-.12*
-.07
.00
.09*
.01
.11**
.04
.13**
.13**
.11*
13.90
3.47

-.11**
.07
-.07
.10**
.64**
.91**
-.02
.20**
-.10*
-.15**
-.05
-.16*
-.23**
-.09
.04
.12**
.07
.07
.04
.19**
.16**
.13**
13.33
3.49

.43**
-.33**
-.24**
-.07
-.03
.75**
.29**
-.16**
-.05
-.06
.04
-.04
-.08
.05
.13**
.07
.03
-.02
-.05
-.05
-.01
12.15
2.42
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Table 1. (continued)
Bivariate Correlations Among Continuous Study Variables
Variable
23. M Acc
24. M Chi Cen
25. M Guilt
26. M Anx
27. M Lax Disc
28. M Nonenf
29. Job T3
30. Friends T3
31. Family T3
32. Spouse T3
33. Education T3
34. SWB T3
35. Alc T2
36. Marij T2
37. Tobacco T2
38. Drugs T2
39. Alc T3
40. Marij T3
41. Tobacco T3
42. Drugs T3
Mean
SD

22
.06
.14**
.12**
.14**
.29**
.65**
.01
-.02
.05
.09
.00
.06
.02
.04
.05
.02
-.02
-.04
.08
.04
14.19
2.72

23
.74**
-.01
-.10**
-.33**
.12**
.17**
.12
.17**
.10
.18**
.19**
-.11**
-.21**
-.15**
-.03
.00
-.10
-.06
-.10*
41.94
5.44

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

.12**
.10*
-.24**
.22**
.05
.05
.11*
.07
.03
.06
-.10
-.17**
-.09*
-.03
.00
-.02
.02
-.05
19.75
2.84

.66*
-.07
.19**
-.12*
-.11*
-.08
-.12
-.14**
-.10*
-.02
.06
.02
.09*
.03
.14**
.14**
.09
14.25
3.53

-.06
.16**
-.13*
-.12*
-.06
-.14
-.25*
-.08
.03
.12**
.09*
.06
.02
.20**
.17**
.12*
13.51
3.47

.45**
-.09
-.08
-.08
.07
-.03
-.05
.04
.13**
.10*
.02
-.05
-.07
-.02
.01
11.91
2.33

-.09
-.09
-.02
.05
-.08
-.01
.01
.08
.04
.01
.02
.04
.10*
.05
14.48
2.61

.21**
.11*
.42**
.17**
.36**
-.11*
-.18**
-.12*
-.07
-.03
-.19**
-.09
-.18**
48.62
8.35

.17**
.09
.23**
.27**
-.01
-.04
.00
-.11*
.12*
-.02
.03
-.11*
49.44
6.97

.02
.07
.26**
-.06
-.06
-.01
.01
-.03
-.01
-.01
-.04
49.04
7.76

.29**
.41**
-.09
-.17*
-.31**
-.09
-.12
-.39**
-.37**
-.46**
49.12
8.55
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Table 1. (continued)
Bivariate Correlations Among Continuous Study Variables
Variable
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
34. SWB T3
.27**
35. Alc T2
-.12*
-.14**
36. Marij T2
-.19**
-.23**
.62**
37. Tobacco T2
-.18**
-.19**
.46**
.48**
38. Drugs T2
.04
-.15**
.26**
.28**
.16**
39. Alc T3
.01
-.01
.25**
.19**
.15**
.04
40. Marij T3
-.26**
-.16**
.24**
.31**
.23**
.03
.24**
41. Tobacco T3
-.27**
-.12*
.26**
.26**
.44**
.12*
.27**
.36**
42. Drugs T3
-.21**
-.20**
.33**
.33**
.31**
.19**
.14**
.31**
.36**
Mean
4.82
17.75
.42
.44
.40
.01
1.73
.91
.80
.04
SD
1.66
5.61
.75
.99
.85
.04
1.08
.42
.98
.12
Note. SES = socioeconomic status; T1 = Time 1 (ages 10-12), T2 = Time 2 (age 16), T3 = Time 3 (age 25); Sc/Anx = CBCL
Schizoid/Anxious, Dep = CBCL Depressed, SocW = CBCL Social Withdrawal, Hyp = CBCL Hyperactivity, Agg = CBCL/YSR
Aggressive Behaviors, Del = CBCL/YSR Delinquent Behaviors, With = YSR Withdrawn, An/De = CBCL Anxious/Depressed,
Att = CBCLAttention Problems; ER = emotion regulation; F = Father, M = Mother, Accept = parental acceptance of child at Time
1, Chi Cen = parental child-centeredness at Time 1, Guilt = parental use of guilt to control child at Time 1, Anx = parental use of
anxiety to control child at Time 1, Lax Disc = parental lax discipline at Time 1, Nonenf = parental nonenforcement of rules at
Time 1; Educ = highest level of education obtained at Time 3; SWB = subjective wellbeing; Alc = alcohol use past month, Marij =
marijuana use past month, Tobacco = tobacco use past month, Drugs = hard drug use past month
* p < .05; ** p < .01.; *** p < .001.
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Aim 1: Identification of Classes across Times 1 and 2
At Times 1 and 2, cross-sectional LCA models of internalizing and externalizing
behaviors and ER were run by first testing a one-class model (i.e., the independence
model) and then exploring models with more classes. For each of the LCA models at
Times 1 and 2, Tables 2 and 3, respectively, describe fit information (i.e., log likelihood
ratio, AIC, BIC, ABIC, p value for the BLRT, entropy, smallest class size) for LCA
models with one through five classes. Row 1 contains the fit indices for a one-class
model, row 2 for a two-class model, and so on. As previously noted, the BLRT and BIC
indices provide the most reliable indicators of model fit (Nylund et al., 2007a), so these
indices primarily were considered in determining which model best fit the data. In
addition, for each LCA model, the class means for each symptom category and ER are
displayed in Figures 1 and 2. Finally, relations with demographic covariates are reported
in the text to further describe classes for each LCA model.
LCA at Time 1. Examining results for the LCA model at Time 1 (Table 2), the
BIC is continuing to decrease in the four-class model and thus indicates that the fourclass model fits the data best. Other indices continue to indicate a better fitting model
with each additional class (i.e., log likelihood, AIC, ABIC, BLRT); however, the fiveclass model did not reveal substantively distinct or meaningful classes. Further, the two
smallest class sizes in the five-class model included only 3.5% and 4.0% of the sample,
respectively, suggesting possible over-fitting of the data. The four-class model had
adequate delineation of classes as indicated by excellent entropy (.938). Posterior class
probabilities ranged from .921 to .994, indicating that a high percentage of youth were
placed into a class that reflected their respective levels of internalizing and externalizing
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behaviors and ER. The smallest class size (6.8%, n = 52) was both reasonable in size and
conceptually meaningful. In sum, multiple fit indices and parameters indicate that the
four-class model best fits the data at Time 1.
Table 2.
Class Model Comparison at Ages 10-12
Classes

Free
parameters
14

Log
likelihood

AIC

BIC

ABIC

BLRT

Entropy

Smallest
Class Size
n (%)
1
-13796.95
27621.89
27686.87
27642.41
N/Aa
1
766
(100%)
2
22
-12900.31
25844.62
25946.72
25876.86
0.000
0.946
112
(14.6%)
3
30
-12535.36
25130.72
25269.96
25174.70
0.000
0.966
52
(6.8%)
4
38
-12363.34
24802.67
24979.04
24858.37
0.000
0.938
52
(6.8%)
5
46
-12236.53
24565.06
24778.55
24632.48
0.000
0.941
27
(3.5%)
Note. AIC = Akaike Information Criterion; BIC = Bayesian Information Criterion, ABIC=Adjusted BIC;
BLRT = Bootstrap Likelihood Ratio Test.
a
BLRT is not available for the one-class model.

Given the mean symptom category T-scores and ER summary scores for each
class at Time 1 (see Figure 1), the four classes were distinguished by (1) low levels of all
internalizing (schizoid/anxious, depressed, social withdrawal) and externalizing
(hyperactive, aggressive, and delinquent) behaviors and high ER (labeled the Low
Sxs.+High ER class); (2) low internalizing, moderate externalizing, and high ER (labeled
the Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER class); (3) moderate internalizing, high externalizing,
and low ER (labeled the Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER class); and (4) high social
withdrawal and moderate hyperactivity, but otherwise low symptoms and moderate ER
(labeled the Withdrawn+Mod. ER class). Consistent with (though less conservative than)
the designations for clinical cut-offs associated with the CBCL and developmentally
relevant versions (e.g., Achenbach, 1991), T-scores were interpreted for the present
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dissertation as follows: below 60 (84th percentile) were considered low, 60-64.99 (84th93rd percentiles) were considered moderate, and 65-70 (93rd-98th percentiles) were
considered high. Although the Achenbach system (e.g., Achenbach, 1991) considers Tscores of 65-69.99 as borderline clinical and above 70 as clinical, I adopted a less
conservative approach for describing classes because it allowed for more sensitive
observation of developmental changes and individual differences among a non-clinical
sample.
The Low Sxs.+High ER class (79.6%) included youth with levels of both
internalizing and externalizing symptoms that were below the 84th percentile (T-score of
60). Youth in this class also had above average ER skills (M = 77.26) compared to the
current sample mean. The Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER class (9.1%) did not exhibit
clinically significant internalizing symptoms (schizoid/anxious and depressed), but
exhibited externalizing symptoms (hyperactive, aggressive, and delinquent) and social
withdrawal that fell in the moderate range (84th-93rd percentiles), suggesting that these
symptoms may be associated with impairment among members of this class (e.g., Angold
et al., 1999), although they exhibited relatively high levels of ER compared to the sample
mean (.14 SDs below current sample mean). The Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER class
(6.8%) demonstrated internalizing symptoms that fell in the moderate range,
externalizing symptoms in the high range (93rd percentile and above), and low ER (.74
SDs below current sample mean). Finally, the Withdrawn+Mod. ER class exhibited high
social withdrawal and moderate hyperactivity. Their scores in the schizoid/anxious,
depressed, aggressive, and delinquent domains were low, and they exhibited moderate
ER (.50 SDs below sample mean).
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Average Symptom T-Score or
ER Summary Score

80
75
70

Low Sxs.+High ER (76.2%)

65

Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER
(9.1%)

60

Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER
(6.8%)

55

Withdrawn+Mod. ER (7.8%)

50

Figure 1. Mean Summary Scores for the Four-Class Model of Internalizing and Externalizing Symptoms
and ER at Ages 10-12 (N=775). Percentage of sample classified in each latent class provided in legend.

In terms of demographic differences, omnibus chi-square analyses were
conducted and pairwise comparisons were examined if the omnibus tests were
significant. The omnibus test was significant for SES (χ2(3) = 27.66, p =.000, φ = .19).
Follow-up pairwise comparisons demonstrated that youth in the Low Sxs.+High ER (M =
42.90; χ2(1) = 25.69, p =.000, φ = .20), Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER (M = 41.08; χ2(1) =
8.20, p =.004, φ = .26), and Withdrawn+Mod. ER (M = 38.95; χ2(1) = 3.86, p =.049, φ =
.19) classes had significantly higher SES than children in the Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low
ER class (M = 34.21). Further, youth in the Low Sxs.+High ER class had higher SES
than children in the Withdrawn+Mod. ER class (χ2(1) = 4.16, p =.041, φ = .08). Omnibus
tests across classes were not significant for age (χ2(3) = 0.473, p =.925, φ = .02) or sex
(χ2(3) = 5.921, p =.116, φ = .09).
LCA at Time 2. Similar to the LCA findings at Time 1, results for the LCA
model at Time 2 (see Table 3) indicated that a four-class model best fit the data. The BIC
is continuing to decrease in the four-class model, and it had good delineation of classes
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(entropy=.976; posterior class probabilities ranging from .966 to .992). The smallest class
size (4.9%, n = 31) represented a small percentage of the sample, though acceptable
according to LCA model fit guidelines, and was a substantively meaningful class. As
with Time 1, several indices suggest better fitting models with each additional class (i.e.,
log likelihood, AIC, ABIC, BLRT); however, the five-class model did not reveal
substantively distinct or meaningful classes. Further, the smallest class size in the fiveclass model was small. Therefore, the four-class model was accepted.
Table 3.
Class Model Comparison at Age 16
Classes

Free
parameters
12

Log
likelihood

AIC

BIC

ABIC

BLRT

Entropy

Smallest
Class Size
n (%)
1
-11988.25
24000.50
24053.79
24015.69
N/Aa
1
627
(100%)
2
19
-11317.52
22673.04
22757.42
22697.10
0.000
0.971
85
(13.6%)
3
26
-11120.94
22293.87
22409.34
22326.79
0.000
0.962
59
(9.4%)
4
33
-10905.44
21876.87
22023.42
21918.65
0.000
0.976
31
(4.9%)
5
40
-10812.26
21704.53
21882.16
21755.17
0.000
0.978
24
(3.8%)
Note. AIC = Akaike Information Criterion; BIC = Bayesian Information Criterion, ABIC=Adjusted BIC;
BLRT = Bootstrap Likelihood Ratio Test.
a
BLRT is not available for the one-class model.

Examination of patterns of conditional item probabilities for each class at Time 2
(see Figure 2) indicates that the four classes at Time 2 were similar to the classes
identified at Time 1 (i.e., Low Sxs.+High ER, Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER, Mod.
Int./High Ext.+Low ER), with the exception of the Withdrawn+Mod. ER class, which
was replaced with a Mod. Int./Low Ext.+Low ER class. The Mod. Int./Low Ext.+Low
ER class displayed moderate levels of anxious/depressed and withdrawn symptoms; low
levels of externalizing symptoms (attention, aggressive, and delinquent symptoms); and
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low levels of ER (.79 SDs below current sample mean). Further, ER in the Mod. Int./High
Ext.+Low ER class dropped from Time 1 to Time 2 (1.14 SDs below sample mean
compared with .74 SDs below sample mean at Time 1). Contrary to hypotheses, ER
decreased (i.e., poorer ER and less positive emotionality was reported) across all classes
from Time 1 to Time 2. However, we can see that patterns of symptom profiles remained
largely the same with the exception of the new Mod. Int./Low Ext.+Low ER class as
described above.

Average Symptom T-Score or
ER Summary Score

80
75
70
Low Sxs.+High ER (77.0%)

65
60

Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER
(10.4%)

55

Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER
(4.9%)
Mod. Int./Low Ext.+Low ER
(7.7%)

50

Figure 2. Mean Summary Scores for the Four-Class Model of Internalizing and Externalizing Symptoms
and ER at Age 16 (n=627). Percentage of sample classified in each latent class provided in legend.

To examine demographic differences, follow-up omnibus chi-square tests were
conducted. Analyses revealed that the four classes did not differ significantly in terms of
SES (χ2(3) = 6.17, p =.104, φ = .10 ); sex (χ2(3) = 6.28, p =.099, φ = .10 ); or age (χ2(3) =
0.72, p =.868, φ = .03).
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Aim 2: Stability of Classes across Times 1 and 2
Stability of internalizing and externalizing symptoms and ER class membership
was examined using LTA. Parameters for each class were set based on means obtained in
the LCAs so that classes remained stable in the LTA models. For each class, crosstabulation of stability and changes in class membership were examined. LTA models
utilize FIML to retain the original sample size from each LCA time point; thus, the total
sample from the LCA at Time 1 (N=766) was retained for estimating the variancecovariance matrix for the LTA model at Time 2. LTA conditional transition probabilities
were explored to evaluate stability and change in class membership. With the addition of
latent classes from different time points into the LTA model, slight alterations to class
membership were evidenced. However, class interpretations remained consistent across
all LTAs (e.g., the Low Sxs.+High ER classes continued to be characterized by low
levels of internalizing and externalizing symptoms and high ER at Times 1 and 2).
Cross tabulation of class membership. Most youth (77%) were in the Low
Sxs.+High ER class at Time 2 (Table 4). In addition, the Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER
class increased from 9.1% of the Time 1 sample to 10.4% of the Time 2 sample. The
Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER class decreased from 6.8% of the Time 1 sample to 4.9% of
the Time 2 sample. A new class representing 7.7% of the sample (48 adolescents)
emerged at Time 2 (Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER), characterized by moderate elevations
across both internalizing domains (anxious/depressed and withdrawn behaviors) and low
ER.
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Table 4.
Percentage of Sample (n) in Classes Across Times 1 and 2
10-12 years
(N=766)
76.2
(584)
9.1
(70)
6.8
(52)
7.8
(60)
--

Low Sxs.+High ER
Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER
Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER
Withdrawn+Mod. ER
Mod. Int./Low Ext.+Low ER

16 years
(n=627)
77.0
(483)
10.4
(65)
4.9
(31)
-7.7
(48)

Note. Low Sxs.+High ER= low internalizing and externalizing symptoms and high ER class; Low
Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER = low internalizing, moderate externalizing, and moderate ER means class; Mod.
Int./High Ext.+Low ER = moderate internalizing, high externalizing, and low ER means class;
Withdrawn+Mod. ER= high social withdrawal, moderate hyperactivity, but otherwise low symptoms and
moderate ER means class; Mod. Int./Low Ext.+Low ER = moderate internalizing, low externalizing, and
low ER means class.

LTA of class membership. Table 5 shows the transition probabilities from ages
10-12 to 16 (Time 1 to Time 2). The rows correspond to Time 1 and the columns
correspond to Time 2. On the diagonal, the numbers represent stability across time for
classes, with the exceptions of the Withdrawn+Mod. ER class and Mod. Int./Low
Ext.+Low ER class, because they only emerged at Time 1 and Time 2, respectively.
Numbers off the diagonal are the proportion of youth who transition to another class.
Consistent with cross-tabulation results of classes across Times 1 and 2, results indicate
high levels of stability of the Low Sxs.+High ER class (see Table 5). Most youth in the
Low Sxs.+High ER class remained in that class at Time 2 (82.1%).
In contrast, lower levels of stability were evidenced among youth in the other
three classes at Time 1. Among youth in the Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER class at Time
1, 69.6% transitioned into the Low Sxs.+High ER class and only 16.1% remained in the
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Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER class at Time 2. Smaller numbers of individuals
transitioned to the Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER (6.2%) and the Mod. Int./Low Ext.+Low
ER (8.1%) classes at Time 2. Among youth in the Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER class at
Time 1, only 23.9% remained in the same class at Time 2; 31.1% transitioned to the Low
Sxs.+High ER class at Time 2, 33.0% moved to the Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER class,
and 12.0% transitioned to the Mod. Int./Low Ext.+Low ER class. Most youth in the
Withdrawn+Mod. ER class at Time 1 moved to the Low Sxs.+High ER class at Time 2
(71.1%). Among the rest of the Withdrawn+Mod. ER class at Time 1, 4.5% transitioned
to the Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER class at Time 2, 10.5% transitioned to the Mod.
Int./High Ext.+Low ER class, and 13.8% moved to the Mod. Int./Low Ext.+Low ER
class.

Table 5.
Transition Probabilities for Latent Classes from Time 1 to Time 2
Time 2
(Age 16)
Time 1
Low Sxs.+
Low Int./Mod.
Mod. Int./High
(Ages 10-12)
High ER
Ext.+High ER
Ext.+Low ER
(77.0%)
(10.4%)
(4.9%)
Low Sxs.+High ER
.821
.083
.030
(76.2%)
Low Int./Mod.
Ext.+High ER
.696
.161
.062
(9.1%)
Mod. Int./High
Ext.+Low ER
.311
.330
.239
(6.8%)
Withdrawn+
Mod. ER
.711
.045
.105
(7.8%)

Mod. Int./Low
Ext.+Low ER
(7.7%)
.066
.081
.120
.138

Note. Low Sxs.+High ER= low internalizing and externalizing symptoms and high ER class; Low Int./Mod.
Ext.+High ER = low internalizing, moderate externalizing, and moderate ER means class; Mod. Int./High
Ext.+Low ER = moderate internalizing, high externalizing, and low ER means class; Withdrawn+Mod. ER=
high social withdrawal, moderate hyperactivity, but otherwise low symptoms and moderate ER means class;
Mod. Int./Low Ext.+Low ER = moderate internalizing, low externalizing, and low ER means class.
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Aim 3: Parenting Behaviors as Predictors of Transitions among Classes
Aim 3a. Prior to analyzing the role of parenting behaviors as potential predictors
of transitions across time, I explored whether classes identified at Times 1 and 2 differed
in terms of the levels of these predictor variables. At Time 1, classes differed in terms of
many of the parenting variables (see Table 6). Specifically, youth in the Low Sxs.+High
ER class rated their parents as exhibiting higher levels of acceptance than youth in the
Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER and Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER classes. Further, youth in
the Withdrawn+Mod. ER class experienced more parental acceptance than youth in the
Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER class (both parents) and Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER
(mother only). In terms of child-centeredness, youth in the Low Sxs.+High ER class
experienced more paternal child-centeredness than youth in the Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High
ER and Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER classes, but maternal child-centeredness did not
differ across classes. Levels of parental control through guilt also differed across classes
at Time 1. Children in the Withdrawn+Mod. ER and Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER
classes experienced higher levels of paternal and maternal control through guilt than
children in the Low Sxs.+High ER class. Children in the Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER
class also experienced more control through guilt from both parents than children in the
Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER class. In addition, youth in the Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High
ER class experienced more maternal control through guilt than youth in the Low
Sxs.+High ER class. Similar patterns emerged when parental control through anxiety was
examined. Youth in the Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER, Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER, and
Withdrawn+Mod. ER classes all experienced more maternal and paternal control through
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anxiety than youth in the Low Sxs.+High ER class. Parental lax discipline and
nonenforcement of rules did not differ across classes.
Youth in the Low Sxs.+High ER class at Time 2 class also experienced higher
levels of paternal acceptance than youth in the Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER and Mod.
Int./Low Ext.+Low ER classes, but maternal acceptance did not differ across classes.
Parental control through guilt was higher in the Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER class than
in the Low Sxs.+High ER and Mod. Int./Low Ext.+Low ER classes. Further, youth in the
Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER class experienced more maternal control through guilt than
youth in the Low Sxs.+High ER class. In terms of parental control through anxiety,
results followed a similar pattern, with higher levels of control through anxiety in the
Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER and Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER classes than in the Low
Sxs.+High ER class. However, paternal control through anxiety was also higher in the
Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER class than in the Mod. Int./Low Ext.+Low ER class, and
maternal control through guilt did not differ between the Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER
and Mod. Int./Low Ext.+Low ER classes. Finally, youth in the Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low
ER class experienced more maternal nonenforcement of rules at Time 1 than youth in the
Low Sxs.+High ER class. Levels of child-centeredness, lax discipline, and paternal
nonenforcement of rules did not differ across Time 2 classes.
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Table 6.
Omnibus Equality of Means Tests and Follow-Up Pairwise Comparisons for Significant Omnibus
Tests for Predictors at Times 1 and 2
Effect
Class Means (SD)
χ2
Post Hoc
φ
Time 1

Low Sxs.
+High ER
(1)

F Acceptance

41.51
(6.36)
42.33
(5.78)
19.34
(3.33)
19.84
(3.04)
13.62
(3.79)
13.9
(3.87)
13.02
(3.82)
13.13
(3.77)
12.12
(2.61)
11.91
(2.51)
14.19
(2.92)
14.42
(2.9)
Low Sxs.
+High ER
(1)

M Acceptance
F ChildCentered
M ChildCentered
F Guilt
M Guilt
F Anxiety
M Anxiety
F Lax
Discipline
M Lax
Discipline
F Nonenforcement
M Nonenforcement
Time 2

F Acceptance
M Acceptance
F ChildCentered
M ChildCentered
F Guilt
M Guilt
F Anxiety
M Anxiety
F Lax
Discipline
M Lax

41.41
(5.93)
42.31
(5.30)
19.26
(3.08)
19.74
(2.86)
13.65
(3.60)
14.00
(3.69)
12.98
(3.63)
13.18
(3.63)
12.13
(2.53)
11.87

Low Int./
Mod. Ext.
+ High ER
(2)
38.18
(7.41)
40.61
(5.97)
17.8
(3.64)
19.26
(3.39)
14.00
(3.19)
14.88
(3.39)
13.98
(3.9)
14.57
(3.56)
12.34
(2.59)
12.02
(2.23)
14.32
(3.2)
14.83
(2.51)
Low Int./
Mod. Ext.
+ High ER
(2)
39.59
(6.86)
42.11
(5.36)
18.66
(3.64)
19.87
(3.12)
14.48
(3.47)
15.10
(3.44)
14.08
(3.95)
14.22
(4.01)
11.91
(2.33)
11.77

Mod. Int./
High Ext.+
Low ER
(3)
37.68
(7.76)
38.87
(7.07)
17.85
(4.12)
19.23
(3.7)
15.28
(3.53)
16.13
(3.32)
14.79
(3.24)
15.24
(3.72)
12.32
(3.16)
11.7
(3.18)
14.12
(3.32)
14.49
(2.94)
Mod. Int./
High Ext.+
Low ER
(3)
39.48
(7.93)
40.95
(7.76)
18.37
(4.15)
19.46
(3.56)
15.65
(4.39)
16.05
(4.02)
15.13
(3.67)
14.98
(3.78)
12.04
(2.46)
12.40
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Withdrawn
+ Mod. ER
(4)
40.39
(6.07)
42.84
(4.88)
18.93
(2.87)
20.05
(2.55)
15.28
(3.53)
20.05
(2.55)
14.29
(3.68)
14.22
(3.82)
11.86
(2.49)
11.82
(2.52)
14.09
(2.87)
14.67
(2.63)
Mod. Int./
Low Ext.+
Low ER
(4)
38.29
(7.48)
39.93
(7.51)
18.11
(3.70)
19.48
(3.54)
13.80
(3.53)
14.15
(3.64)
13.38
(3.63)
13.53
(3.40)
12.79
(3.08)
12.00

23.65***

1>2,3; 4>3

0.18

17.46**

1,4>2,3

0.15

16.75**

1>2,3

0.15

3.64

NA

0.07

13.48**

3>1,2; 4>1

0.13

25.29***

0.18

19.88***

2,3,4>1;
3>2
2,3,4>1

24.85***

2,3,4>1

0.18

1.34

NA

0.04

0.46

NA

0.02

0.22

NA

0.02

1.90

NA

0.05

12.41**

1>2,4

0.14

5.37

NA

0.09

6.68

NA

0.10

0.55

NA

0.03

8.94*

3>1,4

0.12

12.56**

2,3>1; 3>4

0.14

13.97*

2,3>1; 3>4

0.15

10.08*

2,3>1

0.13

2.87

NA

0.07

1.35

NA

0.05

0.16

	
  
Discipline
(2.37)
(2.64)
(2.69)
(2.85)
F Non14.18
14.27
14.49
14.13
0.42
NA
0.03
enforcement
(2.94)
(2.95)
(2.81)
(3.32)
M Non14.37
15.06
15.69
14.40
9.01*
3>1
0.12
enforcement
(2.81)
(2.65)
(2.99)
(2.73)
Note. F = Father; M = Mother; Accept = parental acceptance of child at Time 1; Child-Centered =
parental child-centeredness at Time 1; Guilt = parental use of guilt to control child at Time 1;
Anxiety = parental use of anxiety to control child at Time 1; Lax Discipline = parental lax
discipline at Time 1; Nonenforcement = parental nonenforcement of rules at Time 1; Low
Sxs.+High ER = low internalizing and externalizing symptoms and high emotion regulation (ER)
means class; Low Int./Mod. Ext.+ High ER = low internalizing and moderate externalizing
symptoms and high ER means class; Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER = moderate internalizing and
high externalizing symptoms and low ER means class; Withdrawn+Mod. ER = high withdrawn
behavior and low other internalizing and externalizing symptoms and moderate ER means class;
Mod. Int./Low Ext.+Low ER = moderate internalizing and low externalizing symptoms and low
ER means class.
* p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001.

Aim 3b. Predictors of transitions among classes. Next, I examined whether
parenting predictors were associated with transition probabilities. Estimated transition
probabilities based on high and low levels of the predictors were examined. Given that
there is no “gold” standard for determining “low” and “high” on the ER and parenting
measures, median splits were used to divide youth into low and high groups on each
parenting predictor to facilitate categorical covariate analyses of the effects on youth’s
transition probabilities among youth low vs. high on the predictor. For each set of
analyses, transition probabilities are presented according to low and high levels of the
predictor. Percentages on the diagonals are associated with stability in classes from Time
1 to Time 2. Percentages off the diagonal indicate, for each level of the predictor (low vs.
high), the likelihood that an individual would transition to a different class at Time 2.
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Table 7.
Estimated Transition Probabilities for Time 1 to Time 2 with Paternal Acceptance as a Predictor
Low Paternal Acceptance
Time 2

Time 1

Low Sxs.
(76.2%)

Low
Sxs.
(77.0%)
80.0%

Low In./
Mod. Ex.
(10.4%)
9.5%

Mod. In./
High Ex.
(4.9%)
3.6%

High Paternal Acceptance
Time 2
Mod. In./
Low Ex.
(7.7%)
6.9%

Low Sxs.
(77.0%)
82.1%

Low In./
Mod. Ex.
(10.4%)
6.8%

Mod. In./
High Ex.
(4.9%)
3.9%

Mod. In./
Low Ex.
(7.7%)
7.3%

Low In./
66.6%
20.5%
9.0%
3.9%
28.9%
40.7%
30.4%
0.0%
Mod. Ex.
(9.1%)
Mod. In./
19.1%
26.0%
16.9%
38.0%
40.0%
34.7%
25.3%
0.0%
High Ex.
(6.8%)
With47.7%
16.2%
11.7%
24.4%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
drawn
(7.8%)
Note. Low Sxs. = low internalizing and externalizing symptoms and high emotion regulation (ER) means
class; Low In./Mod. Ex. = low internalizing and moderate externalizing symptoms and moderate-high ER
means class; Mod. In./High Ex. = moderate internalizing and high externalizing symptoms and low ER means
class; Withdrawn+Mod. ER= high withdrawn behavior and low other internalizing and externalizing
symptoms and moderate ER means class; Mod. In./Low Ex. = moderate internalizing and low externalizing
symptoms and low ER means class; Low Paternal Acceptance = Time 1 paternal acceptance at or below
sample median; High Paternal Acceptance = Time 1 paternal acceptance above sample median. At Time 1,
Internalizing = Schizoid/Anxious, Depressed, Social Withdrawal subscales; Externalizing = Hyperactive,
Aggressive, Delinquent subscales. At Time 2, Internalizing = Anxious/Depressed, Withdrawn subscales;
Externalizing = Attention, Aggressive, Delinquent subscales.
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Table 8.
Estimated Transition Probabilities for Time 1 to Time 2 with Maternal Acceptance as a Predictor
Low Maternal Acceptance
Time 2

Time 1

Low Sxs.
(76.2%)

Low
Sxs.
(77.0%)
79.6%

Low In./
Mod. Ex.
(10.4%)
9.3%

Mod. In./
High Ex.
(4.9%)
2.7%

High Maternal Acceptance
Time 2
Mod. In./
Low Ex.
(7.7%)
8.4%

Low Sxs.
(77.0%)
83.1%

Low In./
Mod. Ex.
(10.4%)
6.6%

Mod. In./
High Ex.
(4.9%)
4.7%

Mod. In./
Low Ex.
(7.7%)
5.6%

Low In./
63.9%
14.1%
18.1%
3.8%
32.1%
67.9%
0.0%
0.0%
Mod. Ex.
(9.1%)
Mod. In./
18.6%
26.1%
17.4%
37.8%
41.8%
30.0%
28.2%
0.0%
High Ex.
(6.8%)
With49.5%
15.6%
16.3%
18.5%
83.5%
2.7%
4.2%
9.5%
drawn
(7.8%)
Note. Low Sxs. = low internalizing and externalizing symptoms and high emotion regulation (ER) means
class; Low In./Mod. Ex. = low internalizing and moderate externalizing symptoms and moderate-high ER
means class; Mod. In./High Ex. = moderate internalizing and high externalizing symptoms and low ER means
class; Withdrawn+Mod. ER= high withdrawn behavior and low other internalizing and externalizing
symptoms and moderate ER means class; Mod. In./Low Ex. = moderate internalizing and low externalizing
symptoms and low ER means class; Low Maternal Acceptance = Time 1 maternal acceptance at or below
sample median; High Maternal Acceptance = Time 1 maternal acceptance above sample median. At Time 1,
Internalizing = Schizoid/Anxious, Depressed, Social Withdrawal subscales; Externalizing = Hyperactive,
Aggressive, Delinquent subscales. At Time 2, Internalizing = Anxious/Depressed, Withdrawn subscales;
Externalizing = Attention, Aggressive, Delinquent subscales.

As Tables 7 and 8 demonstrate, when examining maternal and paternal
acceptance as predictors, there was some stability within classes across time, particularly
among the Low Sxs.+High ER class. However, certain transitions are notable. There was
movement from the Time 1 Low Int./Mod Ex., Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER, and
Withdrawn+Mod. ER classes to the Time 2 Low Sxs.+High ER class among youth with
both high and low parental acceptance. When paternal acceptance was high, 100% of
youth in the Withdrawn+Mod. ER class (Time 1) transitioned to the Low Sxs.+High ER
class (vs. 47.7% for low paternal acceptance). Youth in the Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER
class were also more likely to move to the Low Sxs.+High ER class when paternal
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(40.0% for high acceptance, 19.1% for low acceptance) and maternal (41.8% for high
acceptance, 18.6% for low acceptance) acceptance were high. However, youth in the Low
Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER class were more likely to transition to the Low Sxs.+High ER
class when paternal (28.9% for high acceptance, 66.6% for low acceptance) and maternal
(32.1% for high acceptance, 63.9% for low acceptance) acceptance were low.

Table 9.
Estimated Transition Probabilities for Time 1 to Time 2 with Paternal Child-Centeredness as a
Predictor
Time 1

Low Sxs.
(76.2%)

Low Paternal Child-Centeredness
Time 2
Low
Sxs.
(77.0%)
80.6%

Low In./
Mod. Ex.
(10.4%)
9.8%

Mod. In./
High Ex.
(4.9%)
3.5%

Mod. In./
Low Ex.
(7.7%)
6.1%

High Paternal Child-Centeredness
Time 2
Low Sxs.
(77.0%)
81.6%

Low In./
Mod. Ex.
(10.4%)
6.5%

Mod. In./
High Ex.
(4.9%)
4.0%

Mod. In./
Low Ex.
(7.7%)
8.0%

Low In./
67.5%
22.0%
10.5%
0.0%
35.6%
28.8%
23.4%
12.2%
Mod. Ex.
(9.1%)
Mod. In./
25.4%
23.6%
15.7%
35.3%
29.0%
42.7%
28.3%
0.0%
High Ex.
(6.8%)
With44.6%
17.3%
11.8%
26.2%
100%
0%
0%
0%
drawn
(7.8%)
Note. Low Sxs. = low internalizing and externalizing symptoms and high emotion regulation (ER) means
class; Low In./Mod. Ex. = low internalizing and moderate externalizing symptoms and moderate-high ER
means class; Mod. In./High Ex. = moderate internalizing and high externalizing symptoms and low ER means
class; +Mod. ER = high withdrawn behavior and low other internalizing and externalizing symptoms and
moderate ER means class; Mod. In./Low Ex. = moderate internalizing and low externalizing symptoms and
low ER means class; Low Paternal Child-Centeredness = paternal child-centeredness at Time 1 at or below
sample median; High Paternal Child-Centeredness = paternal child-centeredness at Time 1 above sample
median. At Time 1, Internalizing = Schizoid/Anxious, Depressed, Social Withdrawal subscales and
Externalizing = Hyperactive, Aggressive, Delinquent subscales. At Time 2, Internalizing =
Anxious/Depressed, Withdrawn subscales and Externalizing = Attention, Aggressive, Delinquent subscales.
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Table 10.
Estimated Transition Probabilities for Time 1 to Time 2 with Maternal Child-Centeredness as a
Predictor
Low Maternal Child-Centeredness
Time 2

Time 1

Low Sxs.
(76.2%)

Low
Sxs.
(77.0%)
80.4%

Low In./
Mod. Ex.
(10.4%)
6.6%

Mod. In./
High Ex.
(4.9%)
3.2%

Mod. In./
Low Ex.
(7.7%)
9.8%

High Maternal Child-Centeredness
Time 2
Low Sxs.
(77.0%)
76.3%

Low In./
Mod. Ex.
(10.4%)
6.4%

Mod. In./
High Ex.
(4.9%)
7.0%

Mod. In./
Low Ex.
(7.7%)
10.3%

Low In./
71.8%
14.0%
2.8%
11.4%
56.7%
5.0%
21.1%
17.2%
Mod. Ex.
(9.1%)
Mod. In./
32.2%
33.3%
34.5%
0.0%
18.3%
62.9%
18.7%
0.0%
High Ex.
(6.8%)
With45.6%
0.7%
25.4%
28.3%
76.0%
4.6%
0.0%
19.4%
drawn
(7.8%)
Note. Low Sxs. = low internalizing and externalizing symptoms and high emotion regulation (ER) means
class; Low In./Mod. Ex. = low internalizing and moderate externalizing symptoms and moderate-high ER
means class; Mod. In./High Ex. = moderate internalizing and high externalizing symptoms and low ER means
class; Withdrawn+Mod. ER = high withdrawn behavior and low other internalizing and externalizing
symptoms and moderate ER means class; Mod. In./Low Ex. = moderate internalizing and low externalizing
symptoms and low ER means class; Low Maternal Child-Centeredness = maternal child-centeredness at Time
1 at or below sample median; High Maternal Child-Centeredness = Maternal child-centeredness at Time 1
above sample median. At Time 1, Internalizing = Schizoid/Anxious, Depressed, Social Withdrawal subscales
and Externalizing = Hyperactive, Aggressive, Delinquent subscales. At Time 2, Internalizing =
Anxious/Depressed, Withdrawn subscales and Externalizing = Attention, Aggressive, Delinquent subscales.

Tables 9 and 10 demonstrate the transitions from Time 1 to Time 2 with paternal
and maternal child-centeredness as predictors. In general, youth were most likely to move
from a symptoms class (Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER, Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER, or
Withdrawn+Mod. ER ) to the Low Sxs.+High ER class, with the exception of youth in
the Time 1 Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER class who experienced high parental childcenteredness. Of youth in the Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER class who experienced high
paternal child-centeredness, 42.7% moved to the Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER group (vs.
23.6% who experienced low paternal child-centeredness). When youth experienced high
maternal child-centeredness, 62.9% of those in the Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER class at
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Time 1 moved to the Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER group at Time 2 (vs. 33.3% who
experienced low paternal child-centeredness). Youth in the Withdrawn+Mod. ER class at
Time 1 were more likely to move to the Low Sxs.+High ER class at Time 2 when
paternal (100% for high, 44.6% for low) and maternal (76% for high, 45.6% for low)
child-centeredness were high.

Table 11.
Estimated Transition Probabilities for Time 1 to Time 2 with Paternal Guilt as a Predictor
Low Paternal Guilt
Time 2

Time 1

Low Sxs.
(76.2%)

Low
Sxs.
(77.0%)
83.1%

Low In./
Mod. Ex.
(10.4%)
7.4%

Mod. In./
High Ex.
(4.9%)
2.5%

High Paternal Guilt
Time 2
Mod. In./
Low Ex.
(7.7%)
7.0%

Low Sxs.
(77.0%)
78.5%

Low In./
Mod. Ex.
(10.4%)
10.0%

Mod. In./
High Ex.
(4.9%)
4.0%

Mod. In./
Low Ex.
(7.7%)
7.5%

Low In./
85.1%
3.7%
3.4%
7.8%
50.9%
34.4%
5.6%
9.0%
Mod. Ex.
(9.1%)
Mod. In./
21.5%
52.1%
0.0%
26.4%
22.1%
21.9%
44.6%
11.4%
High Ex.
(6.8%)
With73.6%
7.0%
4.3%
15.0%
79.1%
0.0%
16.5%
4.4%
drawn
(7.8%)
Note. Low Sxs. = low internalizing and externalizing symptoms and high emotion regulation (ER) means
class; Low In./Mod. Ex. = low internalizing and moderate externalizing symptoms and moderate-high ER
means class; Mod. In./High Ex. = moderate internalizing and high externalizing symptoms and low ER means
class; Withdrawn+Mod. ER = high withdrawn behavior and low other internalizing and externalizing
symptoms and moderate ER means class; Mod. In./Low Ex. = moderate internalizing and low externalizing
symptoms and low ER means class; Low Paternal Guilt = paternal use of guilt to control child at Time 1 at or
below sample median; High Paternal Guilt = paternal use of guilt to control child at Time 1 above sample
median. At Time 1, Internalizing = Schizoid/Anxious, Depressed, Social Withdrawal subscales and
Externalizing = Hyperactive, Aggressive, Delinquent subscales. At Time 2, Internalizing =
Anxious/Depressed, Withdrawn subscales and Externalizing = Attention, Aggressive, Delinquent subscales.
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Table 12.
Estimated Transition Probabilities for Time 1 to Time 2 with Maternal Guilt as a Predictor
Low Maternal Guilt
Time 2

Time 1

Low Sxs.
(76.2%)

Low
Sxs.
(77.0%)
83.3%

Low In./
Mod. Ex.
(10.4%)
3.3%

Mod. In./
High Ex.
(4.9%)
4.2%

High Maternal Guilt
Time 2
Mod. In./
Low Ex.
(7.7%)
9.3%

Low Sxs.
(77.0%)
71.7%

Low In./
Mod. Ex.
(10.4%)
10.9%

Mod. In./
High Ex.
(4.9%)
6.4%

Mod. In./
Low Ex.
(7.7%)
11.0%

Low In./
73.0%
3.4%
10.0%
13.6%
58.8%
20.0%
8.1%
13.1%
Mod. Ex.
(9.1%)
Mod. In./
43.6%
28.4%
28.0%
0.0%
20.9%
50.0%
29.1%
0.0%
High Ex.
(6.8%)
With63.3%
8.6%
8.1%
19.9%
55.2%
0.0%
16.9%
27.9%
drawn
(7.8%)
Note. Low Sxs. = low internalizing and externalizing symptoms and high emotion regulation (ER) means
class; Low In./Mod. Ex. = low internalizing and moderate externalizing symptoms and moderate-high ER
means class; Mod. In./High Ex. = moderate internalizing and high externalizing symptoms and low ER means
class; Withdrawn+Mod. ER = high withdrawn behavior and low other internalizing and externalizing
symptoms and moderate ER means class; Mod. In./Low Ex. = moderate internalizing and low externalizing
symptoms and low ER means class; Low Maternal Guilt = maternal use of guilt to control child at Time 1 at or
below sample median; High Maternal Guilt = maternal use of guilt to control child at Time 1 above sample
median. At Time 1, Internalizing = Schizoid/Anxious, Depressed, Social Withdrawal subscales and
Externalizing = Hyperactive, Aggressive, Delinquent subscales. At Time 2, Internalizing =
Anxious/Depressed, Withdrawn subscales and Externalizing = Attention, Aggressive, Delinquent subscales.

Transitions from Time 1 to Time 2 with paternal and maternal control through
guilt as predictors are displayed in Tables 11 and 12. Youth were less likely to remain in
the Low Sxs.+High ER class from Time 1 to Time 2 when paternal and maternal guilt
were high (paternal: 78.5% with high guilt, 83.1% with low guilt; maternal: 71.7% with
high guilt, 83.3% with high guilt). When paternal guilt was low, 100% of youth in the
Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER transitioned to classes with lower symptom levels at Time
2, whereas 44.6% of these youth remained in the Mod. Int./High Ext. class at Time 2
when paternal guilt was high. This pattern differed based on maternal guilt. Youth in the
Mod. Int./High Ext. class were more likely to transition to the Time 2 Low Sxs.+High ER
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class when maternal guilt was low (43.6% vs. 20.9% for high maternal guilt), but the
percentage of youth who remained in the Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER class at Time 2
did not differ based on maternal guilt (28% vs. 29.1%). Further, youth in the Low.
Int./Mod. Ext. class at Time 1 were more likely to transition to the Time 2 Low
Sxs.+High ER class when paternal and maternal guilt were low (85.1% vs. 50.9% and
73.0% vs. 58.8%, respectively).
Table 13.
Estimated Transition Probabilities for Time 1 to Time 2 with Paternal Use of Anxiety as a Predictor
Low Paternal Anxiety
Time 2

Time 1

Low Sxs.
(76.2%)

Low
Sxs.
(77.0%)
82.6%

Low In./
Mod. Ex.
(10.4%)
8.0%

Mod. In./
High Ex.
(4.9%)
1.9%

High Paternal Anxiety
Time 2
Mod. In./
Low Ex.
(7.7%)
7.5%

Low Sxs.
(77.0%)
80.1%

Low In./
Mod. Ex.
(10.4%)
8.8%

Mod. In./
High Ex.
(4.9%)
4.8%

Mod. In./
Low Ex.
(7.7%)
6.3%

Low In./
86.5%
6.8%
0.0%
6.7%
43.6%
35.4%
10.3%
10.6%
Mod. Ex.
(9.1%)
Mod. In./
37.9%
26.2%
15.0%
20.9%
16.1%
35.5%
33.4%
15.0%
High Ex.
(6.8%)
With73.2%
0.0%
8.1%
18.7%
77.6%
9.6%
12.8%
0.0%
drawn
(7.8%)
Note. Low Sxs. = low internalizing and externalizing symptoms and high emotion regulation (ER) means
class; Low In./Mod. Ex. = low internalizing and moderate externalizing symptoms and moderate-high ER
means class; Mod. In./High Ex. = moderate internalizing and high externalizing symptoms and low ER means
class; Withdrawn+Mod. ER = high withdrawn behavior and low other internalizing and externalizing
symptoms and moderate ER means class; Mod. In./Low Ex. = moderate internalizing and low externalizing
symptoms and low ER means class; Low Paternal Anxiety = paternal use of anxiety to control child at Time 1
at or below sample median; High Paternal Anxiety = paternal use of anxiety to control child at Time 1 above
sample median. At Time 1, Internalizing = Schizoid/Anxious, Depressed, Social Withdrawal subscales and
Externalizing = Hyperactive, Aggressive, Delinquent subscales. At Time 2, Internalizing =
Anxious/Depressed, Withdrawn subscales and Externalizing = Attention, Aggressive, Delinquent subscales.
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Table 14.
Estimated Transition Probabilities for Time 1 to Time 2 with Maternal Use of Anxiety as a Predictor
Low Maternal Anxiety
Time 2

Time 1

Low Sxs.
(76.2%)

Low
Sxs.
(77.0%)
80.4%

Low In./
Mod. Ex.
(10.4%)
4.9%

Mod. In./
High Ex.
(4.9%)
4.8%

High Maternal Anxiety
Time 2
Mod. In./
Low Ex.
(7.7%)
10.0%

Low Sxs.
(77.0%)
76.0%

Low In./
Mod. Ex.
(10.4%)
8.6%

Mod. In./
High Ex.
(4.9%)
5.4%

Mod. In./
Low Ex.
(7.7%)
10.0%

Low In./
78.4%
10.7%
3.6%
7.4%
54.0%
11.1%
15.0%
19.9%
Mod. Ex.
(9.1%)
Mod. In./
50.0%
25.7%
24.3%
0.0%
18.5%
50.8%
30.7%
0.0%
High Ex.
(6.8%)
With50.6%
0.0%
17.5%
31.9%
71.9%
7.1%
7.6%
13.4%
drawn
(7.8%)
Note. Low Sxs. = low internalizing and externalizing symptoms and high emotion regulation (ER) means
class; Low In./Mod. Ex. = low internalizing and moderate externalizing symptoms and moderate-high ER
means class; Mod. In./High Ex. = moderate internalizing and high externalizing symptoms and low ER means
class; Withdrawn+Mod. ER = high withdrawn behavior and low other internalizing and externalizing
symptoms and moderate ER means class; Mod. In./Low Ex. = moderate internalizing and low externalizing
symptoms and low ER means class; Low Maternal Anxiety = maternal use of anxiety to control child at Time
1 at or below sample median; High Maternal Anxiety = maternal use of anxiety to control child at Time 1
above sample median. At Time 1, Internalizing = Schizoid/Anxious, Depressed, Social Withdrawal subscales
and Externalizing = Hyperactive, Aggressive, Delinquent subscales. At Time 2, Internalizing =
Anxious/Depressed, Withdrawn subscales and Externalizing = Attention, Aggressive, Delinquent subscales.

Tables 13 and 14 demonstrate the transitions from Time 1 to Time 2 with paternal
and maternal use of control through anxiety as predictors. Youth in the Low Sxs.+High
ER class were slightly more likely to remain in that class at Time 2 when parental control
through anxiety was low (82.6% vs. 80.1% for paternal, 80.4% vs. 76.0% for maternal).
Further, youth in the Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER and Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER
classes were more likely to move to the Time 2 Low Sxs.+High ER class when parental
control through anxiety was low as opposed to high (see Tables 13 and 14 for transition
probabilities). However, youth in the Time 1 Withdrawn+Mod. ER class were more
likely to transition to the Time 2 Low Sxs.+High ER class when parental control through
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anxiety was high rather than low (77.6% vs. 73.2% for paternal, 71.9% vs. 50.6% for
maternal). Differences in transition probabilities for the Time 1 Withdrawn+Mod. ER
group were more pronounced for maternal, as opposed to paternal, low and high control
through anxiety. Youth in the Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER were also more likely to
move to the Time 2 Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER class when both paternal (10.3% for
high, 0.0% for low) and maternal (15.0% for high, 3.6% for low) control through anxiety
were high.
Table 15.
Estimated Transition Probabilities for Time 1 to Time 2 with Paternal Lax Discipline as a Predictor
Low Paternal Lax Discipline
Time 2

Time 1

Low Sxs.
(76.2%)

Low
Sxs.
(77.0%)
81.7%

Low In./
Mod. Ex.
(10.4%)
9.0%

Mod. In./
High Ex.
(4.9%)
3.8%

High Paternal Lax Discipline
Time 2
Mod. In./
Low Ex.
(7.7%)
5.6%

Low Sxs.
(77.0%)
80.1%

Low In./
Mod. Ex.
(10.4%)
6.7%

Mod. In./
High Ex.
(4.9%)
3.8%

Mod. In./
Low Ex.
(7.7%)
9.4%

Low In./
45.2%
45.9%
8.9%
0.0%
66.1%
8.9%
19.4%
5.6%
Mod. Ex.
(9.1%)
Mod. In./
42.2%
14.8%
21.1%
21.9%
0.0%
46.1%
21.7%
32.2%
High Ex.
(6.8%)
With70.5%
2.5%
15.2%
11.9%
60.5%
18.8%
0.0%
20.7%
drawn
(7.8%)
Note. Low Sxs. = low internalizing and externalizing symptoms and high emotion regulation (ER) means
class; Low In./Mod. Ex. = low internalizing and moderate externalizing symptoms and moderate-high ER
means class; Mod. In./High Ex. = moderate internalizing and high externalizing symptoms and low ER means
class; Withdrawn+Mod. ER = high withdrawn behavior and low other internalizing and externalizing
symptoms and moderate ER means class; Mod. In./Low Ex. = moderate internalizing and low externalizing
symptoms and low ER means class; Low Paternal Lax Discipline = paternal use of lax discipline at Time 1 at
or below sample median; High Paternal Lax Discipline = paternal use of lax discipline at Time 1 above sample
median. At Time 1, Internalizing = Schizoid/Anxious, Depressed, Social Withdrawal subscales and
Externalizing = Hyperactive, Aggressive, Delinquent subscales. At Time 2, Internalizing =
Anxious/Depressed, Withdrawn subscales and Externalizing = Attention, Aggressive, Delinquent subscales.
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Table 16.
Estimated Transition Probabilities for Time 1 to Time 2 with Maternal Lax Discipline as a Predictor
Low Maternal Lax Discipline
Time 2

Time 1

Low Sxs.
(76.2%)

Low
Sxs.
(77.0%)
77.5%

Low In./
Mod. Ex.
(10.4%)
6.7%

Mod. In./
High Ex.
(4.9%)
5.0%

High Maternal Lax Discipline
Time 2
Mod. In./
Low Ex.
(7.7%)
10.8%

Low Sxs.
(77.0%)
80.5%

Low In./
Mod. Ex.
(10.4%)
5.7%

Mod. In./
High Ex.
(4.9%)
5.1%

Mod. In./
Low Ex.
(7.7%)
8.7%

Low In./
68.1%
3.1%
12.7%
16.1%
64.0%
22.2%
4.3%
9.6%
Mod. Ex.
(9.1%)
Mod. In./
35.6%
35.9%
28.5%
0.0%
0.0%
69.7%
30.3%
0.0%
High Ex.
(6.8%)
With63.0%
3.1%
12.5%
21.4%
50.4%
6.3%
13.2%
30.2%
drawn
(7.8%)
Note. Low Sxs. = low internalizing and externalizing symptoms and high emotion regulation (ER) means
class; Low In./Mod. Ex. = low internalizing and moderate externalizing symptoms and moderate-high ER
means class; Mod. In./High Ex. = moderate internalizing and high externalizing symptoms and low ER means
class; Withdrawn+Mod. ER = high withdrawn behavior and low other internalizing and externalizing
symptoms and moderate ER means class; Mod. In./Low Ex. = moderate internalizing and low externalizing
symptoms and low ER means class; Low Maternal Lax Discipline = maternal use of lax discipline at Time 1 at
or below sample median; High Maternal Lax Discipline = maternal use of lax discipline at Time 1 above
sample median. At Time 1, Internalizing = Schizoid/Anxious, Depressed, Social Withdrawal subscales and
Externalizing = Hyperactive, Aggressive, Delinquent subscales. At Time 2, Internalizing =
Anxious/Depressed, Withdrawn subscales and Externalizing = Attention, Aggressive, Delinquent subscales.

Transitions from Time 1 to Time 2 with paternal and maternal use of lax
discipline as predictors are displayed in Tables 15 and 16. High lax discipline implies a
lenient discipline style, whereas low lax discipline indicates a stricter discipline style.
Among youth in the Low Sxs.+High ER class at Time 1, transition probabilities did not
differ greatly based on high or low parental lax discipline. Youth in the Low Int./Mod.
Ext.+High ER class were more likely to transition to the Time 2 Low Sxs.+High ER class
when paternal lax discipline was high (66.1% for high lax discipline, 45.2% for low lax
discipline). However, youth in the Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER class were also more
likely to transition to the Time 2 Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER class when paternal lax
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discipline was high (19.4% for high vs. 8.9% for low). This pattern was not consistent
when examining low and high maternal lax discipline among youth in the Time 1 Low
Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER class. Youth were more likely to move to a more severe (Mod.
Int./High Ext.+Low ER) or characteristically different symptom class (Mod. Int./Low
Ext.+Low ER) at Time 2 when maternal lax discipline was low (see Table 16). Moreover,
the probability of these youth transitioning to the Time 2 Low Sxs.+High ER class was
similar based on low and high maternal lax discipline (68.1% for low, 64.0% for high
maternal lax discipline). Youth in the Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER class were more
likely to move to the Time 2 Low Sxs.+High ER class when both paternal (42.2% for
low, 0.0% for high) and maternal (35.6% for low, 0.0% for high) use of lax discipline
was low. The same pattern was true among youth in the Time 1 Withdrawn+Mod. ER
class (see Tables 15 and 16).
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Table 17.
Estimated Transition Probabilities for Time 1 to Time 2 with Paternal Nonenforcement of Rules as a
Predictor
Time 1

Low Sxs.
(76.2%)

Low Paternal Nonenforcement
Time 2
Low
Sxs.
(77.0%)
81.6%

Low In./
Mod. Ex.
(10.4%)
7.6%

Mod. In./
High Ex.
(4.9%)
3.4%

High Paternal Nonenforcement
Time 2

Mod. In./
Low Ex.
(7.7%)
7.5%

Low Sxs.
(77.0%)
81.2%

Low In./
Mod. Ex.
(10.4%)
9.2%

Mod. In./
High Ex.
(4.9%)
2.6%

Mod. In./
Low Ex.
(7.7%)
7.0%

Low In./
77.7%
15.9%
0.0%
6.5%
56.7%
20.5%
9.6%
13.3%
Mod. Ex.
(9.1%)
Mod. In./
20.0%
32.8%
25.0%
22.2%
25.5%
35.6%
30.8%
8.1%
High Ex.
(6.8%)
With75.3%
0.0%
11.9%
12.8%
78.5%
8.2%
9.2%
4.2%
drawn
(7.8%)
Note. Low Sxs. = low internalizing and externalizing symptoms and high emotion regulation (ER) means
class; Low In./Mod. Ex. = low internalizing and moderate externalizing symptoms and moderate-high ER
means class; Mod. In./High Ex. = moderate internalizing and high externalizing symptoms and low ER means
class; Withdrawn+Mod. ER = high withdrawn behavior and low other internalizing and externalizing
symptoms and moderate ER means class; Mod. In./Low Ex. = moderate internalizing and low externalizing
symptoms and low ER means class; Low Paternal Nonenforcement = paternal nonenforcement of rules at
Time 1 at or below sample median; High Paternal Nonenforcement = paternal nonenforcement of rules at
Time 1 above sample median. At Time 1, Internalizing = Schizoid/Anxious, Depressed, Social Withdrawal
subscales and Externalizing = Hyperactive, Aggressive, Delinquent subscales. At Time 2, Internalizing =
Anxious/Depressed, Withdrawn subscales and Externalizing = Attention, Aggressive, Delinquent subscales.
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Table 18.
Estimated Transition Probabilities for Time 1 to Time 2 with Maternal Nonenforcement of Rules as
a Predictor
Low Maternal Nonenforcement
Time 2

Time 1

Low Sxs.
(76.2%)

Low
Sxs.
(77.0%)
77.7%

Low In./
Mod. Ex.
(10.4%)
6.2%

Mod. In./
High Ex.
(4.9%)
5.8%

High Maternal Nonenforcement
Time 2

Mod. In./
Low Ex.
(7.7%)
10.3%

Low Sxs.
(77.0%)
80.2%

Low In./
Mod. Ex.
(10.4%)
7.3%

Mod. In./
High Ex.
(4.9%)
3.6%

Mod. In./
Low Ex.
(7.7%)
9.1%

Low In./
74.7%
6.1%
3.1%
16.1%
55.0%
17.8%
17.7%
9.6%
Mod. Ex.
(9.1%)
Mod. In./
25.6%
46.3%
28.1%
0.0%
27.7%
41.7%
30.7%
0.0%
High Ex.
(6.8%)
With67.4%
0.0%
9.6%
22.9%
45.9%
7.2%
19.1%
27.9%
drawn
(7.8%)
Note. Low Sxs. = low internalizing and externalizing symptoms and high emotion regulation (ER) means
class; Low In./Mod. Ex. = low internalizing and moderate externalizing symptoms and moderate-high ER
means class; Mod. In./High Ex. = moderate internalizing and high externalizing symptoms and low ER means
class; Withdrawn+Mod. ER = high withdrawn behavior and low other internalizing and externalizing
symptoms and moderate ER means class; Mod. In./Low Ex. = moderate internalizing and low externalizing
symptoms and low ER means class; Low Maternal Nonenforcement = maternal nonenforcement of rules at
Time 1 at or below sample median; High Maternal Nonenforcement = maternal nonenforcement of rules at
Time 1 above sample median. At Time 1, Internalizing = Schizoid/Anxious, Depressed, Social Withdrawal
subscales and Externalizing = Hyperactive, Aggressive, Delinquent subscales. At Time 2, Internalizing =
Anxious/Depressed, Withdrawn subscales and Externalizing = Attention, Aggressive, Delinquent subscales.

Tables 17 and 18 demonstrate the transitions from Time 1 to Time 2 with paternal
and maternal nonenforcement of rules as predictors. When parental nonenforcement of
rules is high, parents are unlikely to enforce and be consistent with rules. When
nonenforcement is low, parents consistently enforce household rules. Youth in the Time 1
Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER class were more likely to move to the Time 2 Low
Sxs.+High ER class when paternal (77.7% for low, 56.7% for high) and maternal (74.7%
for low, 55.0% for high) nonenforcement was low. Youth in the Time 1
Withdrawn+Mod. ER class also evidenced greater likelihood of moving to the Low
Sxs.+High ER class when maternal nonenforcement was low (67.4% for low, 45.9% for
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high). However, this transition likelihood was similar regardless of paternal
nonenforcement (75.3% for low, 78.5% for high). For the most part, transition
probabilities among youth in the Time 1 Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER did not vary
greatly based on low or high levels of parental nonenforcement of rules. However, youth
in this group who experienced low paternal nonenforcement were more likely to
transition to the Mod. Int./Low Ext.+Low ER class at Time 2 (22.2% for low, 8.1% for
high). Finally, youth in Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER and Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER
classes at Time 1 were more likely to move to or stay in the Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER
at Time 2 when paternal and maternal nonenforcement was high.
Aim 4: Auxiliary analyses of cross-sectional levels of substance use; and levels of
subjective wellbeing, interpersonal, occupational, and educational adaptive
functioning, and substance use in early adulthood.
I explored whether classes identified at Times 1 and 2 differed on levels of
substance use at Times 2 and 3 (see Table 19). First, I examined whether classes
identified at Time 1 differed in levels of Time 2 and 3 substance use. In terms of tobacco
and marijuana use at Time 2, youth in the Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER and Mod.
Int./High Ext.+Low ER classes at Time 1 used tobacco and marijuana more frequently at
Time 2 than youth in the Low Sxs.+High ER class. Time 1 classes did not differ in terms
of Time 2 levels of alcohol and hard drugs. Youth in the Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER
and Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER classes at Time 1 were also more likely to use hard
drugs at Time 3 than youth in the Time 1 Low Sxs.+High ER class. Time 3 levels of
other substance use did not differ with regards to Time 1 class membership.
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Next, I explored whether classes identified at Time 2 differed based on concurrent
substance use. Adolescents in the Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER class used alcohol,
tobacco, and marijuana more frequently than youth in the Low Sxs.+High ER class.
Adolescents in the Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER used alcohol and tobacco more often
than youth in the Low Sxs.+High ER class. Adolescents in the Mod. Int./Low Ext.+Low
ER class used tobacco, marijuana, and hard drugs more frequently than those in the Low
Sxs.+High ER class.
Classes identified at Time 2 also differed based on Time 3 substance use.
Adolescents in the Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER class at Time 2 used alcohol, tobacco,
and hard drugs more frequently at Time 3 than adolescents in the Low Sxs.+High ER
class. They also used more alcohol at Time 3 than youth in the Mod. Int./Low Ext.+Low
ER class. Further, youth in the Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER class used tobacco more
often than youth in the Low Sxs.+High ER class. Time 2 classes did not differ based on
Time 3 marijuana use.
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Table 19.
Omnibus Equality of Means Tests and Follow-Up Pairwise Comparisons for Significant Omnibus
Tests for Concurrent and Future Substance Use Behavior (Times 2 and 3) at Times 1 and 2
Effect
Class Means (SD)
χ2
Post Hoc
φ
Time 1

Low Sxs.
+High ER
(1)

Low Int./
Mod. Int./
Withdrawn
Mod. Ext.
High Ext.+
+ Mod. ER
+ High ER
Low ER
(4)
(2)
(3)
T2 Alcohol
0.38 (0.82)
0.59 (0.92)
0.55 (1.00)
0.49 (0.98)
5.10
NA
0.08
T2 Tobacco
0.31 (0.89)
0.80 (1.20)
0.68 (1.10)
0.59 (1.15) 17.77***
2,3>1
0.15
T2 Marijuana
0.36 (1.04)
0.78 (1.41)
0.82 (1.60)
0.51 (1.29)
9.82*
2,3>1
0.11
T2 Hard Drugs 0.08 (0.29)
0.20 (0.45)
0.11 (0.37)
0.11 (0.36)
4.78
NA
0.08
T3 Alcohol
1.72 (1.35)
2.03 (1.75)
1.74 (1.36)
1.51 (1.50)
3.39
NA
0.07
T3 Tobacco
0.73 (1.21)
1.10 (1.62)
1.08 (1.47)
1.00 (1.48)
7.26
NA
0.10
T3 Marijuana
0.86 (1.79)
1.23 (2.23)
1.10 (1.97)
0.94 (1.98)
2.38
NA
0.06
T3 Hard Drugs
0.17 (0.43)
0.41 (0.70)
0.36 (0.61)
0.33 (0.70)
14.24**
2,3>1
0.14
Time 2
Low Sxs.
Low Int./
Mod. Int./
Mod. Int./
+High ER
Mod. Ext.
High Ext.+
Low Ext.+
(1)
+ High ER
Low ER
Low ER
(2)
(3)
(4)
T2 Alcohol
0.36 (0.73)
0.60 (0.79)
0.70 (0.85)
0.59 (0.91)
12.05**
2,3>1
0.14
T2 Tobacco
0.30 (0.75)
0.69 (1.06)
1.07 (1.28)
0.62 (1.08)
22.65**
2,3,4>1
0.19
T2 Marijuana
0.34 (0.86)
0.65 (1.27)
1.14 (1.51)
0.74 (1.29)
15.82**
3,4>1
0.16
T2 Hard Drugs 0.08 (0.26)
0.15 (0.38)
0.18 (0.44)
0.20 (0.26)
8.06*
4>1
0.11
T3 Alcohol
1.71 (1.34)
2.17 (1.31)
1.72 (1.82)
1.64 (1.05)
7.86*
2>1,4
0.11
T3 Tobacco
0.69 (1.12)
1.05 (1.35)
1.41 (2.02)
0.83 (1.09)
8.48*
2,3>1
0.12
T3 Marijuana
0.82 (1.69)
1.00 (1.87)
1.34 (2.20)
0.92 (1.61)
2.24
NA
0.06
T3 Hard Drugs
0.15 (0.40) 0.31 (0.58)
0.40 (0.70)
0.29 (0.52)
10.11*
2>1
0.13
Note. T2 = Time 2 (Age 16); T3 = Time 3 (Age 25). Hard Drugs = drugs not including alcohol,
tobacco, and marijuana (e.g., ecstasy, hallucinogens, heroin, methadone, prescription pain killer
pills, barbiturates, inhalants, amphetamine, and cocaine). Low Sxs.+High ER = low internalizing
and externalizing symptoms and high emotion regulation (ER) means class; Low Int./Mod. Ext.+
High ER = low internalizing and moderate externalizing symptoms and high ER means class;
Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER = moderate internalizing and high externalizing symptoms and low
ER means class; Withdrawn+Mod. ER = high withdrawn behavior and low other internalizing
and externalizing symptoms and moderate ER means class; Mod. Int./Low Ext.+Low ER =
moderate internalizing and low externalizing symptoms and low ER means class.
* p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001.

Next, I explored whether classes identified at Times 1 and 2 differed in terms of
Time 3 SWB (see Table 20). Time 2, but not Time 1, classes differed based on Time 3
subjective wellbeing. Specifically, adolescents in the Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER and
Low Sxs.+High ER classes at Time 2 experienced greater levels of SWB than those in the
Mod. Int./Low Ext.+Low ER and Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER classes.
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I also examined whether Time 3 adaptive functioning in several domains differed
across Time 1 and 2 classes (see Table 20). At Time 1, youth in the Low Sxs.+High ER,
Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER, and Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER classes experienced
greater competence in the friend domain than youth in the Withdrawn+Mod. ER class.
Youth in the Low Sxs.+High ER class displayed greater occupational functioning at Time
3 than youth in the Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER and Withdrawn+Mod. ER classes.
Further, youth in the Low Sxs.+High ER class achieved higher levels of education by
Time 3 then youth in the Low Int./Mod. Ext.+Low ER class. Time 1 classes did not differ
on Time 3 adaptive functioning in the family or spouse/partner domains.
Adolescents in the Low Sxs.+High ER class at Time 2 experienced greater
occupational adaptive functioning at Time 3 than adolescents in the Mod. Int./Low
Ext.+Low ER class. Time 2 classes did not differ based on Time 3 adaptive functioning
in the friends, family, or spouse/partner domains. They also did not differ based on level
of education achieved.
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Table 20.
Omnibus Equality of Means Tests and Follow-Up Pairwise Comparisons for Significant Omnibus
Tests for Time 3 (Age 25) Subjective Wellbeing and Adaptive Functioning at Times 1 (Age 10-12)
and 2 (Age 16)
Effect
Class Means (SD)
χ2
Post Hoc
φ
Time 1

Low Sxs.
+High ER
(1)

Low Int./
Mod. Int./
Withdrawn+
Mod. Ext.
High Ext.+
Mod. ER
+ High ER
Low ER
(4)
(2)
(3)
T3 Subjective
18.11
17.01
17.10
15.51
6.14
NA
0.09
Wellbeing
(7.01)
(6.71)
(9.22)
(8.88)
T3 Friends
49.12
48.24
48.57
43.89
8.60*
1,2,3>4
0.11
(10.27)
(11.51)
(11.38)
(13.25)
T3 Job
50.20
46.50
48.01
45.43
15.23**
1>2,4
0.14
(8.80)
(12.20)
(11.70)
(11.75)
T3 Family
49.32
48.76
48.06
47.40
1.93
NA
0.05
(9.59)
(10.66)
(10.01)
(12.69)
T3 Spouse/
49.80
48.77
46.40
45.47
3.84
NA
0.07
Partner
(17.18)
(14.81)
(17.54)
(20.81)
T3 Education
4.96
4.46
4.09
4.48
17.32**
1>3
0.15
(2.05)
(2.62)
(1.49)
(2.51)
Time 2
Low Sxs.
Low Int./
Mod. Int./
Mod. Int./
+High ER
Mod. Ext.
High Ext.+
Low Ext.+
(1)
+ High ER
Low ER
Low ER
(2)
(3)
(4)
T3 Subjective
18.32
19.38
12.78
14.20
23.07***
1,2>3,4
0.19
Wellbeing
(6.46)
(5.51)
(9.96)
(8.29)
T3 Friends
48.66
50.71
49.29
46.22
6.24
NA
0.10
(10.11)
(9.42)
(7.27)
(9.80)
T3 Job
50.10
47.94
48.30
45.92
11.93**
1>4
0.14
(8.70)
(9.17)
(10.88)
(9.03)
T3 Family
49.65
48.98
48.69
45.86
5.09
NA
0.09
(8.92)
(8.95)
(9.79)
(11.56)
T3 Spouse/
49.85
52.00
43.50
50.04
4.07
NA
0.08
Partner
(14.75)
(20.66)
(18.98)
(13.63)
T3 Education
4.85
4.88
4.17
4.84
2.03
NA
0.06
(2.00)
(1.93)
(2.63)
(2.09)
Note. T3 = Time 3 (Age 25). Friends = adaptive functioning in friendships (T-score, higher
scores indicate better functioning); Job = adaptive functioning in occupation (T-score, higher
scores indicate better functioning); Family = adaptive functioning in family of origin (T-score,
higher scores indicate better functioning); Spouse/Partner = adaptive functioning in romantic
partner relationship (T-score, higher scores indicate better functioning); Education = highest
level of education achieved. Low Sxs.+High ER = low internalizing and externalizing
symptoms and high emotion regulation (ER) means class; Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER = low
internalizing and moderate externalizing symptoms and high ER means class; Mod. Int./High
Ext.+Low ER = moderate internalizing and high externalizing symptoms and low ER means
class; Withdrawn+Mod. ER = high withdrawn behavior and low other internalizing and
externalizing symptoms and moderate ER means class; Mod. Int./Low Ext.+Low ER =
moderate internalizing and low externalizing symptoms and low ER means class.
* p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001.
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CHAPTER 4
DISCUSSION
Certain aspects of the relations among internalizing and externalizing behaviors,
ER, and SWB have been established, but little research has examined these constructs
together from childhood to young adulthood using a prospective model and considering
potential contributions of parenting and substance use during development. The current
study addressed these gaps by (a) identifying profiles of internalizing and externalizing
behaviors and ER, (b) observing transitions among classes over time from late childhood
to middle adolescence, (c) examining whether particular youth profiles were associated
with SWB and adaptive functioning outcomes in early adulthood, and (d) determining
whether parenting factors and substance use buffer or exacerbate risk for various
developmental outcomes. Results shed light on the influences of these child-specific and
contextual factors across late childhood, middle adolescence, and early adulthood.
Further, findings can aid in informing targeted, preventive interventions among youth to
promote positive functioning and adjustment in young adulthood and beyond.
Aim 1: Identification of Classes of Internalizing and Externalizing Symptoms and
Emotion Regulation
Use of a person-centered approach to identify classes of youth based on
internalizing and externalizing behaviors and ER and allowed for identification of
relatively homogeneous developmental profiles that differ in terms of the frequency and
quality of youth behavior and symptoms. Results were largely consistent with hypotheses
and were consistent with established understanding of developmental pathways. A large
body of literature examines co-occurring internalizing and externalizing symptoms using
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a person-centered approach (e.g., DiStefano & Kamphaus, 2006; Krueger, Markon,
Patrick, & Iacono, 2005; Olino, Klein, Farmer, Seeley, & Lewinsohn, 2012a; Tolan &
Henry, 1996; Vaidyanathan, Patrick, & Iacono, 2011), and a small but growing body of
research examines co-occurring symptoms across time among preschool and school-aged
children (Connell et al., 2008; Fanti & Henrich, 2010; Gilliom & Shaw, 2004; Keiley,
Bates, Dodge, & Pettit, 2000). However, there is a lack of literature examining cooccurring internalizing and externalizing symptoms concurrently across time among
adolescents, a gap that the present study sought to address. Further, I do not know of any
published studies to date that have examined symptoms and ER concurrently, a gap in the
literature that the present study sought to address.
At ages 10-12, four classes emerged as hypothesized. As expected, a large Low
Sxs.+High ER class was identified, representing typically developing youth with low
levels of internalizing and externalizing behaviors and relatively high ER. Although it
was expected that combinations of low or high externalizing symptoms and ER would
characterize the other classes, those identified were more nuanced in their symptom
profiles than predicted. The second largest class was the Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER
class, which was characterized by low levels of depressed, schizoid/anxious, and social
withdrawal symptoms, moderate levels of hyperactive, aggressive, and delinquent
symptoms, and relatively high ER. The presence of well-developed ER in this class was
surprising given that children with externalizing problems generally exhibit deficits in
addressing anger or responding to external stimuli (Barkley, 1997; Calkins, 1994; Frick
& Morris, 2004; Hinshaw, 2003; Kochanska & Knaack, 2003; Martel & Nigg, 2006;
Melnick & Hinshaw, 2000; Sobanski et al., 2010). This discrepancy from previous
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literature may be due to the focus of the ER measure used, which was more related to
mood and temperament than typical conceptualizations of behavioral or cognitive ER.
A third class, the Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER class, evidenced moderate
internalizing symptoms and high externalizing symptoms. ER in this class was low. This
profile of youth is consistent with a large body of cross-sectional and longitudinal
research indicating that externalizing and internalizing problems commonly co-occur
among youth (e.g., Drabick et al., 2006; Lilienfeld, 2003; Oland & Shaw, 2005). Finally,
a Withdrawn+Mod. ER class demonstrated high social withdrawal, moderate
hyperactivity, low levels of schizoid/anxious, depressed, aggressive and delinquent
behaviors, and moderate ER. Youth in this class are likely similar to children who present
with ADHD-like symptoms and also experience peer difficulties because of difficulty
with self-regulation (e.g., Murray-Close et al., 2010). Further, the presence of elevated
hyperactivity without elevations in other externalizing domains supports prior research
using the CBCL indicating that youth may experience difficulties with attention,
hyperactivity, and impulsivity without experiencing other externalizing problems such as
aggression or rule-breaking behavior, but that youth who experience aggression or rulebreaking behavior are also likely to experience difficulties with attention, hyperactivity,
and impulsivity (de Nijs, van Lier, Verhulst, & Ferdinand, 2007).
At age 16, similar classes emerged in the LCA. Contrary to hypotheses and prior
research (e.g., John & Gross, 2004), the mean level of ER in the sample did not increase
from Time 1 to Time 2 and, in fact, evidenced a slight decrease. This lack of increase in
ER over time may be due to informant discrepancies. Mothers reported on ER at Time 1
and index children self-reported on ER at Time 2, and index children reported slightly
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lower mean ER levels than mothers at Time 1 when reports from both informants were
available. Mother- and youth self-report methods of identifying ER have both
demonstrated convergent validity with other methods of measuring ER (e.g.,
psychophysiology, observational data; Carlson & Wang, 2007; Vasilev, Crowell,
Beauchaine, Mead, & Gatzke-Kopp, 2009), but do not correlate reliably with one another
because of individual differences (e.g., parents and children may vary in their perception
of the frequency of certain behaviors) in reporting (e.g., Lengua, 2002), a phenomenon
that is not unique to the study of ER (e.g., Sourander, Helstelä, & Helenius, 1999).
Nonetheless, important differences in mean levels of ER within two of the classes were
apparent at Time 2 as compared with Time 1, which will be discussed further below.
The four classes identified at Time 2 were similar in nature (i.e., low symptoms,
mainly internalizing, mainly externalizing, and both internalizing and externalizing) to
those identified by Vaidyanathan and colleagues (2011) and Olino and colleagues
(2012a), who considered DSM-III-R (American Psychiatric Association, 1987) and DSMIV (American Psychiatric Association, 1994) diagnoses, a wider range of internalizing
and externalizing diagnoses, and lifetime diagnoses up to early adulthood (Olino et al.,
2012a) or middle to late adulthood (Vaidyanathan et al., 2011). Notably, however,
Vaidyanathan and colleagues (2011) identified two class mainly identified by
internalizing problems, bringing their total classes identified to five. As expected, in the
current study, the largest class at age 16 displayed low symptoms in each domain
(anxious/depressed, withdrawn, attention problems, aggressive behavior, delinquent
behavior) and high ER. The Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER class continued to display low
levels of anxious/depressed and withdrawn behaviors, and moderate levels of aggressive
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and delinquent behaviors. Attention problems were measured for the first time at age 16,
and adolescents in this class evidenced low scores on this subscale. The attention
problems subscale at age 16 contained several items indexing hyperactive and impulsive
symptoms, but primarily indexed symptoms of inattention. ER in this class was very
similar to that in the Low Sxs.+High ER class, whereas Time 1 ER in this class was
slightly lower than that of the Time 1 Low Sxs.+High ER class. It may be that the
aggressive and delinquent behaviors displayed in this class are more related to
associations with deviant peers (e.g., Dishion, Spracklen, Andrews, & Patterson, 1996)
than deficits in ER. At age 16, the Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER class evidenced a similar
symptom pattern to the Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER class at Time 1. However, ER
dropped markedly. At Time 1, mean ER in this class was .74 SDs below the sample
mean, whereas at Time 2, ER was 1.14 SDs below the sample mean. This decrease may
suggest greater impairment among youth in this group at Time 2, and/or may be due to
measurement discrepancies between parent and youth report of ER, given that different
reporters were used at each time point and an overall decrement in ER was reported from
Time 1 to Time 2 across all classes.
Finally, a different class emerged at Time 2 (Mod. Int./Low Ext.+Low ER) that
evidenced moderate levels of anxious/depressed and withdrawn behaviors and low levels
of attention problems and aggressive and delinquent behaviors. ER in this class was low
at .79 SDs below the sample mean, consistent with prior research demonstrating that
internalizing problems are associated with deficits in ER (e.g., Esbjørn et al., 2012; Silk
et al., 2003). This class may be considered an internalizing class of youth, supporting the
well-established finding that anxiety and depression symptoms frequently co-occur
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(Angold et al., 1999a). The emergence of this class of adolescents is not surprising given
the normative increase in internalizing symptoms during adolescence (Costello, et al.,
2003). Although this increase is particularly prevalent among females (Hayward &
Sanborn, 2002; Nolen-Hoeksema & Girgus, 1994), girls were not more likely to be in the
Mod. Int./Low Ext.+Low ER class than other identified classes. No sex differences were
present among Time 2 classes.
Aim 2: Stability of Class Membership across Times 1 and 2
Youth in the Low Sxs.+High ER class evidenced a high level of stability, with
many of these youth remaining in this class at Age 16. This pattern represents typically
developing youth with low levels of internalizing and externalizing symptoms and high
ER. However, low levels of stability were evidenced among youth in the Low Int./Mod.
Ext.+High ER and Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER classes at Time 1. Most of the youth in
the Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER class moved to the Low Sxs.+High ER class at Time 2.
This transition likely represents a subgroup of youth who experienced a developmentally
normative decline in externalizing behaviors such as hyperactivity and aggression that
has been established in prior research (Loeber, 1982; Mick, Faraone & Biederman, 2004).
This developmental pattern is also evident when examining transitions among youth in
the Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER class at Time 1. Although some of these youth
remained in the same class at Time 2, indicating developmental stability among these
individuals, many of them transitioned to classes characterized by lower levels of
externalizing behaviors.
With regard to transitions in terms of internalizing behaviors, about two thirds of
these youth evidenced an attenuation of internalizing symptoms, whereas about one third
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continued to display moderate internalizing symptoms. Youth in the Time 1
Withdrawn+Mod. ER class largely transitioned to the Low Sxs.+High ER class at Time
2. This transition pattern also may be related to our understanding of normative decreases
in hyperactivity as described above. Youth in the Withdrawn+Mod. ER exhibited
moderate hyperactivity at Time 1, which may have contributed to the high levels of social
withdrawal, as discussed above. Some youth who exhibit ADHD-like symptoms also
experience peer difficulties because of poor self-regulation (e.g., Murray-Close et al.,
2010). With decreases in hyperactivity in middle adolescence, we may in turn expect a
reduction in peer difficulties and thus social withdrawal symptoms, and hence a transition
to the Low Sxs.+High ER class would be expected.
Aim 3: Parenting Behaviors as Predictors of Transitions among Classes
Both paternal and maternal parenting behaviors differed across class at ages 10-12
and age 16 as evidenced by auxiliary analyses. Predictors differed the most by class at
Time 1, the point at which parenting behaviors were assessed. At Time 1, as expected,
paternal and maternal acceptance, control through guilt, control through anxiety, and
paternal child-centeredness differed among classes in expected directions (i.e., classes
characterized by elevated internalizing and/or externalizing symptoms and poorer ER had
higher levels of negative parenting behaviors, and classes characterized by lower
symptom levels and higher ER had higher levels of positive parenting behaviors).
However, maternal child-centeredness and maternal and paternal lax discipline and
nonenforcement of rules did not differ among classes at Time 1. Overall, the Low
Sxs.+High ER class experienced more acceptance and less negative parenting behaviors
(control through guilt and anxiety) than other classes, as hypothesized. This pattern of
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findings is consistent with prior research demonstrating that youth who perceive their
parents as high in warmth and positive control and low in psychological control are better
adjusted than youth whose parents are low in warmth and/or positive control and/or high
in psychological control (Barber, 1996; Lamborn, Mounts, Steinberg, & Dornbusch,
1991; Schaefer, 1965; Steinberg, Lamborn, Dornfusch & Darling, 1992).
Interestingly, youth in the Withdrawn+Mod. ER at Time 1 class evidenced greater
paternal and maternal acceptance than youth in the Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER and
Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER (maternal acceptance only) classes. It may be that fathers
and mothers whose children exhibit withdrawn behaviors are concerned about their
children’s peer functioning and thus are more available for emotional support; moreover,
these parents might focus more on these children in terms of planning special time with
them given that children may have fewer opportunities for positive peer interactions.
Relations among parental acceptance youth withdrawn behaviors are likely bidirectional,
wherein children experiencing difficulty with peers also may elicit more support and seek
more interaction from parents than children who have more successful peer relationships.
Additionally, it should be noted that reports of parental behaviors were derived from
youth participants. Thus, another potential explanation for this pattern of findings is that
parents’ accepting behaviors may be more salient to children in the Withdrawn+Mod. ER
class than youth in other classes who may have other opportunities for social
reinforcement and positive interpersonal interactions, and in turn youth in the
Withdrawn+Mod. ER class may be more likely to rate their parents as high on these
behaviors.
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In terms of parental psychological control, youth in the Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High
ER class experienced less paternal and maternal control through guilt than youth in the
Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER class. Relations among parental control through guilt and
elevated externalizing symptoms are likely also bidirectional, wherein poor parenting
may exacerbate child symptoms and poor behavior, and child symptoms and negative
behaviors may elicit more coercive parenting (Patterson, 1982; Granic & Patterson,
2006). In considering relations among elevated child internalizing symptoms and parental
control through guilt, findings support established research demonstrating similar patterns
of positive associations among anxiety, depression, and parental psychological control
(e.g., Alloy et al., 2001; Barber, 1996; Rapee, 1997).
Lack of mean differences across classes for parental lax discipline and
nonenforcement of rules was contrary to hypotheses. A large body of literature has
demonstrated that inconsistent parenting is associated with depression, anxiety, ADHD,
and behavior problems (e.g., Chorpita & Barlow, 1998; Drabick, Gadow, & Sprafkin,
2006; Johnston & Mash, 2001; Ostrander & Herman, 2006). It may be that the
unpredictability of inconsistent parenting is the key ingredient in this association, rather
than simply parenting characterized by leniency. Because of the wording in the parenting
measure used in the current study, inconsistency as it is typically conceptualized as a
construct (i.e., disparate use of reward and punishment in response to child behavior over
time and between parents; Gardner, 1989; Stormshak, Bierman, McMahon, & Lengua,
2000) may not have been captured in these subscales (e.g., “My father excuses the bad
things I do,” “My mother doesn’t pay much attention to my bad behavior”). Indeed, the
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lax discipline and nonenforcement of rules subscales are likely more related to lenient or
uninvolved parenting than to inconsistent parenting.
Fewer differences in levels of Time 1 parenting behaviors across Time 2 classes
were found, suggesting that, not surprisingly, parenting behavior indexed in late
childhood is more differentially associated with childhood than adolescent patterns of
behavior. However, certain Time 1 parenting behaviors did differ across Time 2 classes:
paternal acceptance, parental control through guilt and anxiety, and maternal
nonenforcement of rules. Thus, as described below, certain types of parenting behaviors
are associated with differential outcomes in middle adolescence, and thus should be
targets for intervention. As was the case at Time 1, paternal acceptance measured at ages
10-12 was higher in the Time 2 (age 16) Low Sxs.+High ER class than in the (a) Low
Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER and (b) Mod. Int./Low Ext.+Low ER class. Classes identified at
age 16 did not differ in terms of childhood maternal acceptance and parental childcenteredness, unlike classes identified at ages 10-12. In terms of parental control through
guilt and anxiety, Time 2 patterns were similar to those at Time 1 with classes evidencing
moderate and high rates of externalizing problems experiencing higher rates of negative
control, demonstrating that these associations between youth externalizing problems and
parental negative control may hold across developmental periods (Capaldi & Patterson,
1991; Forehand & Nousiainen, 1993; Pettit et al., 2001).
Interestingly, maternal nonenforcement of rules was higher in the Mod. Int./High
Ext.+Low ER class than in the Low Sxs.+High ER class at Time 2, supporting prior
research demonstrating negative associations among parental monitoring and adolescent
problem behavior (e.g., Pettit, Laird, Dodge, Bates, & Criss, 2001). Similar to Time 1,
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levels of paternal nonenforcement of rules and both paternal and maternal lax discipline
did not differ among Time 2 classes of youth.
Parenting behaviors predicted transitions among classes from Time 1 to Time 2
(e.g., Tables 7-18), with interesting patterns emerging suggesting that each parenting
behavior may confer risk or resilience differentially in transitions. When parental
acceptance was high, youth in the Withdrawn+Mod. ER and Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low
ER classes were more likely to transition to the Time 2 Low Sxs.+High ER class than
when parental acceptance was low. This finding is consistent with hypotheses and
supports research demonstrating that parental warmth, acceptance, and child-centeredness
are linked to lower levels of internalizing and externalizing behaviors (e.g., Hipwell et al.,
2008; Rothbaum & Weisz, 1994). However, youth in the Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER
class were more likely to transition to the Low Sxs.+High ER class when parental
acceptance was low rather than high. Among youth higher in externalizing problems,
very high parental acceptance may promote the stability of negative behaviors, thus
maintaining them over time. For example, parents high in acceptance may inadvertently
reward negative externalizing behavior such as aggression by acknowledging and
supporting youths’ maladaptive expression of angry emotion.
Patterns were similar when examining transition probabilities among youth
experiencing high and low parental child-centeredness. For instance, youth were more
likely to move from the Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER class to the Low Int./Mod.
Ext.+High ER class (demonstrating a decrease in symptoms) when parental childcenteredness was high rather than low. Further, youth in the Withdrawn+Mod. ER class
were more likely to move to the Low Sxs.+High ER class at Time 2 when paternal and
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maternal child-centeredness were high rather than low. Child-centeredness involves
positive attention, support, and warmth from parents, which is associated with attenuated
internalizing and externalizing symptoms among youth (Muris, Meesters, & van den
Berg, 2003). However, contrary to hypotheses but similar to findings regarding parental
acceptance, youth in the Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER class were more likely to
transition to the Low Sxs.+High ER class when parental child-centeredness was low
rather than high. As noted, very high parental acceptance may promote the maintenance
of negative behaviors among youth higher in externalizing problems. Thus, in the context
low levels of child-centeredness, wherein parents less frequently attend to, focus on, and
organize themselves around children, youth’s negative externalizing behaviors may be
less likely to be reinforced by parental attention, resulting in decreases in such behaviors.
In examining transition probabilities among youth whose parents were high and
low in parental use of control through both guilt and anxiety, children were more likely to
move to classes characterized by lower levels of symptoms when parental control was
low. For example, youth in the Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER class were more likely to
transition to the Low Sxs.+High ER or Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER classes when
paternal and maternal control through guilt or anxiety was low rather than high. Youth
were more likely to stay in classes characterized by moderate or high internalizing or
externalizing symptoms or move to a class characterized by higher symptom levels when
parental control through guilt or anxiety was high. These patterns are consistent with
hypotheses and research demonstrating that youth whose parents engage in psychological
control may experience elevated rates of anxiety and depression (e.g., Alloy et al., 2001;
Barber, 1996; Rudolph et al., 2008), whereas youth whose parents grant appropriate
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autonomy may experience decreases in internalizing and/or externalizing symptoms
(Dorsey & Forehand, 2003; McLeod et al., 2007).
Findings relating to differential transition probabilities among youth experiencing
high and low parental lax discipline were largely consistent with hypotheses. In general,
youth who experienced low parental lax discipline (i.e., strict discipline) were more likely
to move to the Low Sxs.+High ER class or a class characterized by lower symptom levels
(e.g., move from Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER to Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER) than
youth who experienced high parental lax discipline. These transition patterns were
particularly true among youth experiencing high levels of externalizing symptoms at
Time 1, which is consistent with research reporting an association between firm
discipline/rule enforcement and lower levels of externalizing symptoms (e.g., Bates,
Pettit, & Dodge, 1995; Dishion & McMahon, 1998). Notably, youth in the Low Int./Mod.
Ext.+High ER class evidenced a slightly different pattern with regard to paternal lax
discipline, with a higher chance of transitioning to the Low Sxs.+High ER class when
paternal lax discipline was high rather than low. However, youth in this class were also
more likely to transition to the Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER or the Mod. Int./Low
Ext.+Low ER classes when parental lax discipline was high. This pattern supports
existing research but suggests that whereas lax discipline may exacerbate externalizing
problems in some cases (e.g., Dishion & McMahon, 1998), firm discipline may attenuate
but not alleviate externalizing symptoms among some youth with symptom profiles
characterized by moderate externalizing symptoms.
In terms of high and low parental nonenforcement of rules, differences in
transition probabilities were most pronounced among the Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER
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class. Youth in this class were more likely to move to the Low Sxs.+High ER class when
parental nonenforcement of rules was low (i.e., parents consistently enforced rules), a
finding consistent with literature suggesting negative associations among parental
monitoring and adolescent problem behavior (e.g., Pettit, Laird, Dodge, Bates, & Criss,
2001). Distinctions among transition probabilities associated with high and low parental
nonenforcement were less marked among youth in other classes at Time 1, suggesting
that consistent enforcement of rules may be most beneficial among youth experiencing
moderate levels of externalizing problems in late childhood.
In sum, patterns of transitions among youth demonstrate that higher levels of
positive parenting behaviors (e.g., acceptance, child-centeredness) and lower levels of
negative parenting behaviors (e.g., control through guilt and anxiety, lax discipline,
nonenforcement of rules) are generally associated with transitions to classes characterized
by lower levels of internalizing and externalizing symptoms and higher levels of ER.
However, results suggest that there are exceptions to these associations among certain
subgroups of youth (e.g., among youth in the Low. Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER class, higher
acceptance and child-centeredness were associated with moving to classes with higher
symptom levels and poorer ER).
Aim 4: Concurrent Substance Use; and Levels of Subjective Wellbeing,
Interpersonal, Occupational, and Educational Adaptive Functioning, and Substance
Use In Early Adulthood
Examination of whether substance use at Times 2 and 3 differed among classes at
Times 1 and 2 revealed interesting patterns. Youth in the Time 1 Low Int./Mod.
Ext.+High ER and Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER classes used tobacco and marijuana at
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Time 2 and hard drugs at Time 3 at higher rates than youth who were in the Low
Sxs.+High ER class at Time 1. However, Time 1 classes did not differ in terms of Time 2
alcohol and hard drug use or Time 3 alcohol, tobacco, or marijuana use. These findings
support research demonstrating that youth higher in externalizing behaviors such as
sensation seeking, risk taking, and impulsivity may be more likely to engage in illegal
behaviors such as tobacco and marijuana use in middle adolescence, and hard drugs in
early adulthood (Collado, Felton, MacPherson, & Lejuez, 2014).
In examining results relating to concurrent substance use at Time 2, it is apparent
that youth in the Low Sxs.+High ER class are less likely to use substances than youth in
the other classes. Adolescents in the Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER class used alcohol,
tobacco, and marijuana more frequently than youth in the Low Sxs.+High ER class, and
adolescents in the Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER class used alcohol and tobacco more
often than youth in the Low Sxs.+High ER class. This pattern of results is not surprising
given that substance use is a symptom of delinquent behavior on the YSR and also is
associated with other characteristics of externalizing problems such as risk taking and
impulsivity (Collado, Felton, MacPherson, & Lejuez, 2014). However, adolescents in the
Mod. Int./Low Ext.+Low ER class were also more likely to use tobacco, marijuana, and
hard drugs than those in the Low Sxs.+High ER class. Prior research has been equivocal
regarding the association between internalizing problems and substance use among
adolescents, with some studies suggesting that internalizing problems serve as a
protective factor against adolescent substance use (e.g., Colder et al., 2013; Scalco et al.,
2014) and others suggesting that earlier substance use may confer risk for later
internalizing problems, particularly among females (e.g., Miettunen et al., 2014). Other
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research has suggested that internalizing problems may predict later substance youth
among adolescents and young adults (Abraham & Fava, 1999; King, Iacono, & McGue,
2004; Zimmerman et al., 2003). Current findings provide evidence for concurrent
associations between internalizing problems and substance use; however, the Time 2
Mod. Int./Low Ext.+Low ER class did not differ from other Time 2 classes on levels of
Time 3 substance use.
In terms of prospective substance use, classes with elevated externalizing
symptoms at Time 2 reportedly used substances more frequently at Time 3, again likely
demonstrating relations among externalizing behaviors (e.g., impulsivity) and substance
use. Adolescents in the Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER class at Time 2 used alcohol,
tobacco, and hard drugs more frequently at Time 3 than adolescents in the Low
Sxs.+High ER class. They also used more alcohol at Time 3 than youth in the Mod.
Int./Low Ext.+Low ER class. Further, youth in the Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER class
used tobacco more often than youth in the Low Sxs.+High ER class, supporting prior
research demonstrating associations among co-occurring internalizing and externalizing
problems and substance use (Colder et al., 2013).
Overall, results inform understanding of how earlier processes and individual
characteristics confer risk for substance use. When concurrent substance use was
examined at Time 2, each substance category differed significantly across classes, with
youth in the Low Sxs.+High ER class generally less likely to use substances. However,
when prospective substance use was examined, only certain types of substance use
differed across classes (e.g., Time 3 tobacco but not marijuana use differed across
classes), suggesting that future substance use is not always differentially associated with
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youth symptom profiles. Findings underscore the importance of considering substance
use within the context of typical development and across developmental periods that
might be characterized by normative changes in substance use levels (Niemelä et al.,
2006). Nevertheless, the current model does not fully represent normative levels of
substance use, and thus substance use outcomes should not necessarily be considered
problematic in all instances. Prior research has supported the notion that low levels of
substance use during adolescence may not be indicative of later adjustment problems
(e.g., Niemelä et al., 2006; Shedler & Block, 1990), but rather a developmentally
normative task that facilitates learning to handle use as part of a culturally sanctioned
social ritual (e.g., Baumrind & Moselle, 1985), establishing a unique identity from
parents (Bukstein, Clancy, & Kaminer, 1992), assuming adult roles (Newcomb &
Bentler, 1988), and developing and maintaining peer relations (Baumrind & Moselle,
1985). Future research should seek to examine such processes while accounting for
normative and atypical levels of substance use.
Associations among class membership, SWB, and adaptive functioning also were
examined. In terms of SWB, adolescents in the Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER and Low
Sxs.+High ER classes at Time 2 experienced greater levels of SWB at Time 3 than those
in the Mod. Int./Low Ext.+Low ER and Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER classes. Given that
SWB involves higher levels of positive affect and lower levels of negative affect (Diener,
2000), it is not surprising that SWB was higher in classes characterized by low
internalizing problems and high ER. The presence of elevated SWB among a class with
moderate externalizing symptoms lends support to the notion that SWB is not simply the
absence of psychopathology (Greenspoon & Saklofske, 2001; Keyes, 2002; Sanjuán &
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Magallares, 2013). Further, and perhaps most interestingly, it supports research
suggesting that some characteristics of externalizing behaviors in adolescence such as a
heightened reward drive and disinhibition are associated with positive outcomes in
adulthood (Gullo & Dawe, 2008; Shiner, 2000; Shiner, Masten, & Roberts, 2003).
Interestingly, Time 1 classes demonstrated more differences in Time 3 adaptive
functioning than Time 2 classes. Youth in the Low Sxs.+High ER, Low Int./Mod.
Ext.+High ER, and Mod. Int./High Ext.+Low ER classes at Time 1 experienced greater
competence in the friend domain than youth in the Withdrawn+Mod. ER class. Given
that externalizing behaviors can be associated with heightened reward drive, this finding
may support the notion that reward-driven individuals might experience success in
interpersonal relationships if they find social interaction sufficiently motivating and
rewarding (Steinberg, 2008). However, reward sensitivity was not specifically assessed;
therefore, further research would be needed to fully parse the underpinnings of these
differential associations among symptom classes and friendship competence. Moreover,
given that the Withdrawn+Mod. ER class was characterized in part by elevated scores on
the Withdrawn+Mod. ER subscale, which includes items related to peer difficulties,
lower levels of competence in the friend domain in this class suggests some stability in
interpersonal difficulties over time. In terms of Time 3 occupational functioning,
individuals in the Time 1 Low Sxs.+High ER class displayed higher levels than youth in
the Time 1 Low Int./Mod. Ext.+High ER and Withdrawn+Mod. ER classes. In addition,
adolescents in the Time 2 Low Sxs.+High ER class experienced greater occupational
adaptive functioning at Time 3 than adolescents in the Time 2 Mod. Int./Low Ext.+Low
ER class. Further, youth in the Low Sxs.+High ER class at Time 1 achieved higher
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levels of education by Time 3 than youth in the Low Int./Mod. Ext.+Low ER class. None
of the classes at Time 1 or 2 demonstrated differences in functioning in the family or
spouse/partner domains. In sum, when Time 1 and 2 classes were differentially associated
with Time 3 domains of adaptive functioning, the Low Sxs.+High ER class generally,
though not always, demonstrated the highest levels of adaptive functioning. However, not
all domains of adaptive functioning were differentially associated with Time 1 and/or
Time 2 classes, suggesting differential patterns of associations that require replication and
further examination in future research to increase understanding of individual differences
among youth symptoms and adult adaptive outcomes.
Strengths, Limitations, and Future Directions
There were several methodological strengths in the current study. For one, the
CEDAR dataset provided longitudinal data spanning late childhood, middle adolescence,
and early adulthood with repeated measures at several time points. This prospective
design allowed for an examination of developmental profiles of youth symptoms and
behaviors, as well as family factors. Further, the use of a person-centered approach for
identifying classes of youth based on internalizing and externalizing symptoms and ER
afforded the opportunity to consider developmentally typical and atypical patterns of
these behaviors. The consideration of parenting behaviors as predictors of class stability
and transitions allowed for an evaluation of contextual processes that may be associated
with developmental changes in symptom and ER presentations. The examination of other
contextual factors (e.g., peers, school, neighborhood) that exert increasing and more
proximal influence during the adolescent period beyond transitions potentially
attributable to parenting behaviors would help to further elucidate changes in youth
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profiles (Drabick & Steinberg, 2011). Consideration of transactional processes between
youth and their contexts is an important component of the developmental
psychopathology perspective and is crucial for informing our understanding of youth
behavior (e.g., Rutter & Sroufe, 2000; Sameroff, 2009; Steinberg & Avenevoli, 2000).
Further, the examination of concurrent and future substance use among childhood
and adolescent classes furthers our understanding of problematic versus developmentally
normative substance use, an important area for public health and targeted intervention.
Additionally, the present study’s examination of SWB and adaptive functioning in early
adulthood as outcomes allows for consideration of psychological symptoms and ER
within the context of positive functioning, rather than considering the absence of
psychological symptoms as a proxy for positive functioning (Diener, Suh, Lucas, &
Smith; 1999; Park, 2004). Overall, the present study furthers our understanding of
normative development in several important domains of risk and resilience during
childhood and adolescence and our understanding of how these domains are associated
with developmental outcomes in terms of wellbeing and adaptive functioning in young
adulthood. This approach allows for a more holistic view of mental health with the goal
of better supporting positive youth development.
Despite these strengths, the present study has several limitations. First, T-scores
were used to index symptoms on the CBCL and YSR to (a) examine symptoms within
the context of typical development because T-scores are based on normative data and (b)
be able to compare Time 1 and Time 2 symptoms despite the use of different versions of
the report form and different reporters. However, the use of the T-scores precludes the
ability to examine changes in raw score symptom levels over time given that reports
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derived from different ages are anchored to those ages. Thus, reductions or increases in
subscale raw scores over time would not be reflected in changes in normative data, as
normative data should take into account developmentally expected changes in symptom
levels. For example, had identical report forms been available at Time 1 and Time 2, the
use of raw scores would allow for an analysis of whether internalizing symptoms
increased over time as would be anticipated based on developmentally expected increases
in these symptoms (Costello et al., 2003). Second, the measure of ER was related to
temperamental positive mood and thus a proxy for ER. Given the use of this index, it is
not surprising that mean levels of ER among classes tended to be more consistent with
internalizing than externalizing symptoms (i.e., when internalizing symptoms were
elevated, ER tended to be lower). Other measures that also assess behavioral and
cognitive ER may better index the construct, but they were not used with the present
sample. Third, although the use of multiple informants was a strength, the use of parent
report on child symptoms and ER at Time 1 and youth self-report on symptoms and ER at
Time 2 may have created some discrepancies in symptom levels and youth ER abilities;
however, research suggests that parent report may be more accurate in childhood and
youth report more accurate in adolescence (De Los Reyes & Kazdin, 2005), consistent
with the present study design. Further, as discussed, the use of T-scores based on parentreported and youth-reported normative data to index symptom categories may attenuate
differences attributable to informant discrepancies. Nonetheless, though class transitions
were largely consistent with hypotheses, the possibility exists that observed transitions
among classes from Time 1 to Time 2 were partially a function of the use of different
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informants. Last, the sample was predominantly male; therefore, results may be more
applicable to males.
The LCAs in the present study allow for examination of symptom profiles and ER
among children and adolescents. They provide insight into typical and atypical
development, and in combination with analyses related to correlates, predictors, and
outcomes, help to inform our understanding of risk and resilience among youth.
However, when examining results, it is important to take into account that the CBCL and
YSR are not DSM-referenced scales. Though they are widely used and well-validated
instruments (e.g., Doyle et al., 2007; Petty et al., 2008), they are not a substitute for
structured diagnostic interviews or DSM-referenced instruments when diagnosing
psychopathology. Therefore, youth with elevated symptom areas should not be
considered to meet full or subthreshold diagnostic criteria for a particular diagnosis.
However, understanding such profiles is nonetheless important as it is well-established
that youth experiencing even some symptoms of a disorder may evidence impairment
(e.g., Angold et al., 1999b).
Future studies should seek to replicate the current results in more diverse,
representative samples with a greater balance of males and females. Replication of LCA
classes at Time 2 is particularly important given that one class is relatively small at this
time point. Further, additional predictors of stability and transitions among classes should
be examined, given that other contextual factors such as peer relations (Deater-Deckard,
2001), neighborhood factors (Butler et al., 2012), and parental psychopathology
(Hirshfeld-Becker et al., 2012) promote risk and/or resilience for the development and
maintenance of internalizing and externalizing symptoms. Future research should also
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seek to examine symptoms profiles at additional time points. Inclusion of data at earlier,
intermediate, and later time points would provide a richer picture of youth symptoms
profiles over time. Relatedly, examination of parenting behaviors at diverse time points
would allow for further insight into the important relations among developmentally
relevant parenting behaviors (e.g., warmth, consistency in childhood; autonomy-granting
and monitoring in adolescence) and the development of different aspects of symptom
profiles. Further, raw scores of symptom levels should be examined in addition to
normed scores to assess whether developmentally expected changes in symptom levels
for different classes occur over time. Additionally, the use of other informants such as
teachers could shed light on youth behavior in school, an important developmental
context. Utilizing multiple methods of data collection (e.g., interview, direct observation)
would also add to the methodological rigor of the study.
Conclusions and Clinical Implications
The current study provided several important findings. First, an examination of
symptom and ER profiles during two important developmental periods, late childhood
and middle adolescence, shed light on our understanding of the co-occurrence of various
types of internalizing and externalizing problems and ER among youth. The examination
of correlates (e.g., substance use) and prospective variables (e.g., SWB, adaptive
functioning) on which classes might exhibit different levels provided support for the
external validity of classes as well. Further, transitions among classes revealed that youth
may exhibit stability over time in terms of symptom profiles, or may move to groups
characterized by higher or lower internalizing and externalizing symptoms. The
consideration of parenting behaviors as predictors of these transitions furthered the
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existing body of literature suggesting that positive parenting behaviors such as
acceptance and consistency promote resilience among youth, whereas negative parenting
behaviors such as psychological control and inconsistency may contribute to risk profiles
among youth, likely in a bidirectional or transactional manner with contributions from
both youth and parents (Drabick & Steinberg, 2011).
The examination of substance use among youth and adolescent classes moreover
built on our understanding of concurrent and prospective relations among substance use
with internalizing and externalizing symptoms, suggesting that externalizing and cooccurring internalizing and externalizing without internalizing behaviors are associated
with more frequent use of certain types of substances, whereas classes characterized
primarily by internalizing behaviors had higher levels of concurrent but not prospective
substance use.
Perhaps most interestingly, the current study examined symptom profiles in
relation to SWB and adaptive functioning in several important domains in young
adulthood. The inclusion of these outcomes allows for a more nuanced understanding of
typical and atypical development, and provides insight into the types of behaviors that
may be the most necessary targets for intervention to promote healthy youth
development. Not surprisingly, youth and adolescents in the Low Sxs.+High ER classes
tended to evidence the best outcome in several of these domains. Nevertheless,
individuals experiencing moderate levels of externalizing symptoms in middle childhood
and/or adolescence also evidenced higher functioning in friendships in middle childhood
and SWB in young adulthood, which may provide further evidence for positive
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functioning among individuals who are highly sensitive to reward, as is often seen among
individuals who exhibit externalizing behaviors.
Findings of the current study contribute to our understanding of prevention and
intervention among children and adolescents. Results underscore the importance of
parenting behaviors in promoting resilience among youth. Prevention and intervention
efforts aimed at reducing internalizing and externalizing behaviors should incorporate
elements that either directly target parenting behaviors or include a parental involvement
component. Parent-focused components are often part of intervention efforts for
externalizing problems (e.g., Parent-Child Interaction Therapy, Brinkmeyer, & Eyberg,
2003; Coping Power Program, Lochman & Wells, 2002). Although parents are
sometimes involved in interventions for internalizing problems (e.g., Coping Cat,
Kendall, 1994), parenting is typically not a main focus of intervention, and parents are
often uninvolved in treatment (Sander & McCarty, 2005). The current study suggests that
parenting behaviors are also important treatment targets for youth internalizing
interventions; however, there is a dearth of research on interventions for youth
internalizing problems that involve a significant parent focus (Sander & McCarty, 2005;
Weisz, McCarty, & Valeri, 2006). The present study demonstrates that accepting
behaviors and a consistent discipline style with minimal psychological control is likely
best, although among some youth, different levels of rule enforcement or control may
have differential effects.
Further, though the current study examined ER as a component of youth classes
rather than a predictor, results suggest that prevention and intervention efforts targeting
the promotion of ER among youth and adolescents (e.g., Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy,
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Beck, Rush, Shaw, & Emery, 1979) likely will contribute to reductions in both
internalizing and externalizing domains and the promotion of SWB and adaptive
functioning. Finally, as Weissberg, Kumpfer, and Seligman (2003) put forth, youth
interventions targeting problem symptoms that incorporate components that seek to
enhance youth competence, social-connectedness, and community contributions serve a
dual function in that they may reduce problem symptoms and also promote resilience and
foundations for healthy adulthood (i.e., high SWB and adaptive functioning).
In terms of etiological models, the current study suggests that parenting behaviors
could serve as shared risk or protective factors in the development of internalizing and
externalizing symptoms and ER. In turn, these symptom and ER profiles evidence varied
outcome in terms of adaptive functioning in young adulthood, with youth exhibiting low
internalizing and externalizing symptoms or low internalizing and moderate externalizing
symptoms and high ER generally having the best outcomes. This pattern of findings
indicates areas to assess and test in terms of prevention and intervention efforts with the
goal of promoting positive development across youth development and into early
adulthood.
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